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And the winner is...

THE central florida

The Future presents its
post-season football awards.
-SEE SPORTS, PG. B-1
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Board of Trustees, Hitt propose
non.:.state agency classification

·•

MATT SOLOMON
STAFF WRITER

.

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

President John Hitt listens to a presentation during the Board of Trustees
~ee,ting held Thursday.

The newly formed UCF
Board of Trustees has been making wake - already modifying
the Activity and Service Fee and
the UCF Card Fee - but that
wasn't the case at the last meeting. The meeting, held Nov. 29 in
the Student Union, proved
almost uneventful.
President John Hitt is Vice

Chairman of the State University
President's Association
of
Florida. He proposed that members of the UCF Board of
Trustees contact members of the
Central Florida Delegation to
authorize a proposal that would
give each Universities Board of
Trustees and President in the
State University President's
Association complete flexibility
to reduce budgets in the amounts·
required by reductions.

Under this proposal, state
universities would be classified
as non-state agencies with powers and authorities similar to
bodies corporate. Also, flexibility in the setting of tuition would
be given to the Boards of
Trustees. Boards of Trustees
would be given lump sum budgets so that each university could
distribute money as needed.
PLEASE SEE

Board oN A-5

Senator Bob Graham
speaks to UCF students
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER
J
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Students in Professor Dr. Sam Hawkins's poltical science
class were surprised Friday when they were met by Florida
Senator Bob Graham, instead of their usual professor.
Graham, who heads the senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, flew in from Washington D.C. and spoke to students briefly about the recent changes brought by the Sept. 11
attacks.
During the class period, Graham spoke about issues such
as Intelligence and the Florida University system. Following
his talk, Graham addressed student concerns in a question and
answer period.
Senator Graham provided students with a brief history of
Intelligence and the common misconceptions felt by the
American public regarding their definitions of Intelligence.
A majority of the Senator's discussion centered around
the recent dismissal of the Florida Board of Regents - a committee headed by 13 Florida citizens who were responsible for
the system-wide implementation of policies and procedures,
and the future development. the Florida public university system. The Board of Regents, abolished on July I, yielded powers to the newly established Florida Board of Education.
"In my experience, in life and in government, most big
mistakes are made by misdiagnosis," said Graham, "We are
now in doubt as to what is the right diagnosis for our university system - what its solution should be."
Graham explained the current system and its consequences and continued by calling for a State Governing
Board. According_to Graham, this would give greater budgetary power to the Board and also declare it a constitutional
body, protecting the Board from Legislative pressures.
"Our diagnosis of the problem is that the Board of
Regents, in the last few years, lost its pol~tical credibility," he
said. Graham talked of this prescription that would give the
Board, "enhanced capacity to carry out its functions."
Graham concluded his message by encouraging students
to become ·active and involved in political life, stating that
participation in classes such as comparative politics allowed
students to, "think across lines."
"This helps not only to stretch your mind and creativity,
but also helps to get to a greater solution," Graham said.

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Greg Stearns makes his way up the rock climbing wall during the Sports Illustrated Campus Fest on Nov. 28.

Campus Fest gives
students a break
PADRA SANCHEZ
STAFF WRITER

Students have seemed even more frazzled than
usual this semester, but the 11th annual Sports
Illustrated Campus Fest, held on the Student
Resource Green Nov. 28-29 gave some a chance to
unwind.
·
From 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on both days, students
had the chance to play games, shoot hoops, rock
climb or just enjoy the weather.
"I just walked outside my dorm and

here it was. I was on my way to get something to
eat and I saw the basketball and was like man, I
gotta try it," freshman Jordan Brown said.
Market Source Marketing Company has taken
the festival from one college campus to another,
marketing products and services to the students.
Beginning on Aug. 15 and wrapping up at the close
of November, this year's tour had been a success,
according to Market Source Event Coordinator,
Chris Orlando.
PLEASE SEE

Fest oN A-3
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Homosexuals as preachers
In four graduation
ceremonies, Dec 14 &15. UCF
will award approximately
2.500 graduate and
undergraduate degrees.

Some students believe homosexuals should
not be preachers while others feel they should
have the same- rights as anyone else.
-SEE OPINIONS, PG. A-13

Christmas gifts
Find out what to spend your hardearned money on this Christmas.
-SEE ENTERTAINMENT, PG. C-1
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*Leases are calculated with $0 ~otal
down. Includes 1 st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags 1 title and license.

$226 mo/48 mos.*

2002 New Beetle Gl

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
• 5 YR 60 000 Mile
, Powertrain Warranty

2002 Gl Golf
*Leases are

• 4 YR 50,000

$219 mo/48 mos.*
calculated with

• 5 YR 60,000

Mile Bumper-toBumper Warranty

total down.

$0

Mile Powertrain
Warranty

Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags,

title and license.

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

•

*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

$299 mo/48 mos.*

2002 All New Passat GLS

Side airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, & much more!
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Side airbags, Alloy Wheels, Keyless
Remote, All Power, & much more!
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2002 All New Cabrio G
$303 mo/48 mos.*
*Leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. deposit,
tags, title and license.

• 5 YR 60,000 Mile

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
Powertrain Warranty
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we can Assist You With:
EGEi

D. PROGRA • flBSTTIME UYE
Ii OBlEMS
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Powertroin Warranty

• 5 YR 60: 000 Mile

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty

2002 All New GTI

$269 m·o/48 mos.*

*Leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st.
payment, 0 sec. deposit, togs,
title and license.

2002 Jena GL

$235 mo/48 mos.*

*Leases are calculated with
$0 total down. lndudes l st
payment, 0 sec. · deposit, tags,
title and license.
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Flea
World

www-•.aristocrat.vwdealer .co

4115 s. awv-11-e2

401-365-3300

Next to Flea World
In Sanford

M-F 9-9 • Sal 9-8 • Sun 11-6
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UCF Model United Nations
recognized at Conference
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER
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Duane Michaud takes a shot at the 3-point competition at the Sports
Illustrated Campus Fest.

Fest in its eleventh year
FROM PAGE

•

•
.
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"We've had a pretty good
turn out so far, even though it's
almost finals week," he said.
"Hopefully we can give students
a break from that."
Companies who sponsored
the event gave out samples of
their products; Hershey's gave
out free chocolate milk and tshirts and Reese's distributed
candy. Reese's also sponsored
the "Nutrageous Joust," where
students battled it out with huge
foam bars in attempt to knock
their opponent off their podium.
Students also scaled to the top of
a rock-climbing wall while
Cingular Wireless promoted
Nokia cell phones and wireless
services.
In the "Ultimate Ride" tent,
people could contrive their own
roller coasters on computers.
When finished, tfieir creations'
fear factors could be rated.
Coaster creators could also visit
www.ultimateridegame.com to
get tricks and tips on building
their wild rides.
The booths also served as a
means of raising funds for the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity. Mike
Griese, Fund Raising Chair for
the past two years said, "We've
worked with Market Source
before through e-mail. When

STAFF WRITER

•

, Ways to avoid finals week anxiety
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

JoE KALEITA

I CFF

Market Source Marketing Company
brings the sports festival to various
college campuses from August until
November.
they contacted us this year, we
decided to work with them
again". Phi Del volunteers also
manned the booths and encouraged students to participate.

With finals week here, many UCF students
have worked themselves into an anxious frenzy.
Stress has long been a factor during exam weeks at
universities around the country. There are many
ways to reduce this stress and perform better on
finals.
There are some medical ways to cut down on
high levels of stress. Considering that the average
student must carry a backpack laden with academic
paraphernalia, may not get enough sleep and may eat
poorly, a chiropractor might be a necessary stop on
the road to wellness, both during exam week and
during the rest of the semester.
A therapeutic massage may also help reduce
high levels of anxiety. UCF's Wellness Center offers
massages to its student body.
"I would recommend it to anyone who is really
stressed out. It's really nice every once in a while,"
business management major Nicole Manning said.
Manning said that the cost, about $30 an hour, is
very competitive with professional, commercial
masseurs.
If cost is not a factor in one's quest to relax, then
such spa features as body scrubs and wraps, facials

and trips to the sauna are never a bad idea. However,
most college students operate on a limited budget,
which places these luxuries out of reach.
For a student with an anorexic bank account,
aromatherapy can be a cost-conscious way to reduce
stress. A stressed-out student can create their own
relaxing atmosphere at home by turning down the
lights, playing a favorite CD and lighting some
incense.
Andy Thornburg, a sophomore digital media
major, finds it easiest to relax by sprawling out with
a good book. However, not everyone has such a
peaceful way of relieving anxiety. Junior Howard
Schachere, a business management major, prefers
something a little more aggressive to vent his frustration. He said, "Go find an empty room on campus,
shut the door and scream."
There are also are advantages to living in one of
the country's biggest tourist traps. Psychology
Christo} Eastburn said, "I go to Disneyworld. I have
an annual pass, so whenever I'm stressed, I just go."
On the other hand, not everyone experiences
tension during exam week. Education major Jenn
Evans says this semester's exams find her in a better
state than usual. "I'm not that stressed this time,
amazingly enough. I think the key is keeping up with
the reading before exam week."

UCF students kept busy by local theme park jobs
LINNEA BROWN

..

Students from the UCF Model United
Nations Club received an Honorable Mention
for their efforts at the 12th annual Southern
Regional Model United Nations Conference in
Stone Mountain, Georgia.
The Model United Nations of UCF represented the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
sent groups of students to compete in mock
committees such as World Bank, EconomicSocial Council Plenary, Human Rights, General
Assembly PJenary, Commission on Sustainable
Development and General Assembly 1st:
Disarmament and International Security.
Students were responsible for researching specific aspects of their represented county, and
presenting findings during the SRMUN conference.
The 12th annual conference hosted over 400
students from a variety of universities around
the nation. "It was an excellent opportunity to
learn about international issues," Alicia Hughes
said. She is a member who participated in the
Commission on Sustainable Development, a
committee focused on three main issues-Energy,
Transport, and the International Cooperation for
an Enabling Environment. Hughes added, "You
meet really interesting people."
Students met in committees to speak for
their designated countries. The conference was
developed to simulate United Nations proceedings to give students an opportunity to learn

about world issues and put their know~edge to
practical use.
"There is no better experience for the real
world political scene, " newly elected Vice
President Chris Cusano said. "This is one of the
best learning opportunities available at UCF."
Over 60 universities and colleges participated, but only 11 awards were given. With over
half of the club participants having no experience, the UNA-UCF faced a difficult challenge.
"This award is very meaningful due to the
fact that most of the team was new," Shivali
Sharma said. "The collective nature of the award
reflects the team unity that we have achieved
this year. Said Sharma, "This club was extremely, personally rewarding and in it, I have found
the kindest and most intelligent people."
Club President and SRMUN Assistant
Director Jamie Hayes was equally impressed.
"SRMUN XII was a complete .success, Hayes
said. "I am so proud of the UCF team and their
performance at the conference." Hayes added,
"The majority of the delegates (students) that
went were first time [participants] and they
pulled together to win an award."
This is not the first time the UNA-UCF
been honored. The club has participated in the
SRMUN conference for the past six years and
received five awards. Club sponsor and UCF
political science professor Dr Houman Sadri
spoke highly of his students' performances.
"I am particularly proud of our UCF Model
UN team; members successfully faced the most
challenging competition," Sadri said.

Saturday, Nov. 24, was a
long day for UCF. education
major Ashley Burns. As a dancer
. for Disney, she attended a typical
dance rehearsal at the Magic
Kingdom on Friday night from
midnight to 7 a.m., came home
and' showered, and drove to UCF

at 8:45 a.m.
On campus, Bums loaded a
bus to the Citrus Bowl for the
UCF Football game. As a member of the Starlet Knight Dance
Team, Burns rehearsed in the
morning and performed at the
halftime show in the afternoon.
"That's ·why I'm sick right now,"
Burns croaked, her voic;e gone.
"From not sleeping."

Aside from drawing tourists,
Orlando's theme park industry
has provided jobs to UC~ students for years. Despite juggling
cl~sses, extracurricular activities
and schoolwork, Bums is just one
of many UCF students who
choose to work in Orlando's
theme parks.
Burns, 20, is a seasonal
dancer in Mickey's Very Merry

Christmas Parade and Celebrate
the Season show at the Magic
Kingdom. She will be working
Christmas Eve, Christmas Day,
and New Year's Eve.
"I don't mind having to work
holidays, because it's always
been such of dream of mine to
dance at Disney," Burns sa1d.
"Plus, I'd much rather be performing than being stuck work-

ing in a office or clothing store."
Broadcast journalism major
Kevin Lucciola, 21, works as an
attractions host at the Great
Movie Ride at Disney's MGM
Studios. Lucciola's job consists
of riding on and controlling a ride
vehicle filled with park guests,
while reciting a 40-page script for
PLEASE

SEEAlthough oN A-10
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Did you· know?
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

The first macaroni factory in the
United States was established in 1848.
About 70 percent of American
households buy yellow mustard every
year.
Forty percent of American adults
said they expect to gain weight during the
winter holiday season. Out of those,
about 60 percent said following
Christmas and New Year's Day, they
would return to their original weight.

Aprosexia is the abnormal inability
to concentrate.
Centuries ago, it was believed that
those who wore diamonds were protected from harm. Diamonds were considered lucky charms for the wearer, counteracting the effects of unf9rtunate astro~
logical events and endowing him or her
with charm and the ability to attract others. Plato wrote about diamonds as living
beings, embodying celestial spirits.
According to one study, nuns have
an average life expectancy of 77 years,
the longest of any group in the Uiiited
States.
In fc~ur separate instances between
October 1987 and.February 1988, small
pink frogs rained down from the sky on

to various parts of Great Britain.
Scientists are still uncertain as to where
these frogs originated, although some
have traced them back to the Sahara
desert.
The oldest business in the United
States of America is the cymbal company
Zildjian, which was founded in
Constantinople in 1623.
The phrase "Often a bridesmaid but
never a bride" actually comes from an
advertisement for Listerine mouthwash.
The text was written by Milton Peasley
and first appeared in 1925. The advertisement was so successful that it ran.for
more th~ · ten years.

tion of the 1960s Batman Emmy-winning theme song inspired George
Harrison to write the hit song "Taxman."
Erich Segal, author of Love Story,
also collaborated on the screenplay of the
Beatles' animated movie, Yellow
Submarine.
The Beatles played the Las Vegas
Convention Center in 1964. Some 8,500
fans paid just $4 each for tickets.

Birthdays
Dec. 5, 1901, Walt [Walter Elias]
Disney
movie animator, producer, showman
d: 1966

Dec. 7, 1956, Larry Bird
basketball player, coach
Dec. 8, 1943, Jim Morrison
singer, song-writer d: 1971
Dec. 9, 1953, John Malkovich
Emmy Award-winning actor
Dec. 10, 1830, Emily Dickinson
poet d: 1886
Dec. 11, 1940, Tom Hayden
journalist, activist, politician
Dec. 12, 1964, Jeff Hezos
founder of Amazon.com

December Holidays
In memory of...
Beatles member George Harrison
passed away Nov. 29 at the age of 58. In
his memory, here are some Beatles
and Harrison facts:

------Aiiiiii&.:-:---------1

George
Harrison, with ''My
Sweet Lord," was the
first Beatle to have a
No. 1 hit single following the group's
break.up.
According
to
Beatles
producer
George Martin, Neal
Hetti's catchy composi-

Dec. 6, 1971, Ryan White
International spokesman & symbol for
children with AIDS d: 1990

• Pear Harbor Day - Dec. 7
• Human Rights Day - Dec. 10
•Opposites Attract Day-Dec. 14
• Hanukkah - Dec. 10 - 17
• Kwanzaa - Dec. 26 - Jan. 1
• Christmas - Dec. 25
December is: Hi Neighbor Month,
National Stress Free Family. Holiday
Month, Bingo's Birthday Month and
Read A New Book Month.

Quote of the Week
''You see things as they are and ask,
'Why?' I dream things as they never were
and ask, 'Why not?'"

George Harrison

-GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

•

•
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.

•
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Around Campus
•
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2001 Fall Graduatfon
•

•

•
•

The fall graduation ceremonies, Dec.
14 - 15 will be held in the UCF Arena,
and about 2,500 degrees will be handed
out during four ceremonies.
Speakers include Olga Calvet, a vice
president and chief financial officer of
Palmas, Inc. and. UCF Board of Trustees
member, Rep. Rick Keller, the only
Floridian in Congress to sit on the House
Education Committee, Orange County
Sheriff Kevin Beary and Rep. Gary
Siplin, founder of the Professional
Opportunities Program for Minority
Students and director of the United
Haitian-American Association, Inc.

UCF professor receives
half million-dollar grant

.

UCF assistant professor of molecular
biology and microbiology, Karl Chai

received a half-million dollar grant from
the
Department
of
Defense's
Congressionally Directed Medical
Research Program to study prostate cancer.
The study of invasive prostate and
breast cancers have been an ongoing project for Chai since he came to the College
of Health and Public Affairs in 1996.
He is trying to determine what causes invasive, or metastatic, prostate cancer
cells to move. When cancer cells become
invasive, they can move from a restricted
area, like the prostate, to other parts of the
body, such as the bones. When this happens, prostate cancer becomes de_adly.
Non-invasive prostate cancer poses no
threat to patients' lives and may be
removed surgically.

Frey's papers launch drive
The presentation of papers of former
Congressman Lou Frey, Jr. of Orlando
launched a drive by UCF to collect and
preserve the papers and memorabilia of

other central Floridians who have played are no dues or fees of any kind. For more
key roles in the development of the info. call Patrick Keen at (407) 568-5484
region, state and nation.
or e-mail ucfscuba@aol.com.
The Frey papers and remembrances,
which cover the on-going public service
life of the five-term member of the US. Chapin gets public
House of Representatives, will be television show
archived and catalogued in the UCF .
Former 9fange County Chair Linda
Library. They will be made available to Chapin hosted two pilot episodes the
scholars and the public as part of an initia- show, ''UCF Metro With Linda Chapin,"
tive sponsored by the library, the on WMFE, Channel 24. Each of the two
Department of Political Science and the 30-minute pilot programs focus on how
College of Arts and Sciences.
the University of Central Florida is helpIn donating his papers to UCF, Frey ing to build a better community.
also is providing funding and spearheadAs director of UCF's Metropolitan
ing a funding campaign to maintain his Center for Regional Studies, Chapin
collection and will establish an annual works with the various outreach programs
symposium with the university that focus- offered by UCF to the community. Chapin
es .on congressional politics.
says, ''The University of Central Florida is
one of our region's strongest partners in
developing
a strong economy, a trained
Looking for members
workforce
and
an educated citizenry and
The UCF Scuba Dive Club is curwill
explore the ways UCF is
this
program
rently forming student and group dishelping
to
make
an impact in Central ·
counts at many exotic locations throughout Florida. Membership is free and there Florida."

HERE'S ATOAST FROM US TO YOU.
•
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Thursday the Board of Trustees
approved awarding 2,842 degrees
to students.

•

Board -also
approves
awarding fall
degrees
FROM PAGE A-1

•
•

"The best people to lobby
for UCF are people like us, not
hired lobbyists. The legislators
will pick up the phone and liste.n to us ," Richard Nunis,
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees said.
The board also decided
unanimously to award degrees
to at the Fall 2001 commencement ceremonies; 2, 176 baccalaureate degrees, 606 masters degrees and 60 doctorate
degrees will be awarded to
UCF graduates.
The board was scheduled
to endorse the American
Association of University
Professors' 1940 Statement of
Principles
on
Academic
Freedom and Tenure with
1970 Interpretive Comments
but chose to make the decision
at a later meeting .

www.UCF.future.com • December 5, 2001

The 'Doogie Dowsers' of UCF
Students can enter college
early in one ofseveral ways
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The last time creative writing major Christine
Gould's friends invited her to a concert at a local
club, she groaned inwardly as she asked the dreaded question: "What's the age limit for the show?"
Gould braced herself for the usual response:
"18 and up," which is usually a concert venue's
way of getting the college-age crowd to attend.
Not in Gould's case, though: As a 17-year-old
UCF freshman, she frequently encounters the
problem of not being able to attend musical shows
because of her age.
Traditionally, college students are men and
women between the ages of 18 - 22. However,
UCF students tend to be older. According to director and data administrator Sabrina Andrews in the
UCF Office of Institutional Research, the average
age of all undergraduates at UCF is 23, with the
average age of all freshmen being 19. Despite
these statistics, there are currently 78 students who
are 17 or younger, and five of them are only 16.
College students can enter college early in
three ways. Dual enrollment, which is admission
to college courses while continuing to be enrolled
in high school; early admission, in which high
school sophomores or juniors who have finished
their high school classes are allowed to graduate
early and go on to college; and early entrance programs, which allow students to start college or university work at an early age, some as young as age
12.
All of the young students interviewed at UCF
either started school early or skipped a grade when
they were younger. Most of them went to normal
high schools, and they all went through the standard admissions process of filling out an application and being evaluated. All of them said they didn't think their age made much of a difference in the
application process. Melissa Fourage, who started
attending UCF at 16, said, "My high school guidance counselor thought my age would really make
a difference, but it turns out more colleges ju-st
look at your scores instead of your background and
age."
Ryan Hicks, a freshman who is a year ahead
because he skipped sixth grade, laughed when
asked if UCF seemed especially interested in him
because of his age. Hicks, a business marketing
major, said, "I went to UCF because they accepted
me. I cared very little in high school, and my
grades were terrible."
Most of the other students said they picked
UCF for the same reasons many students do; it was
close to home, far from home, a good size, or, as
17-year-old freshman Stephanie .Barona said, "It
felt right."
According to the students, their professors
don't seem to know or care that the students are
younger than their peers. Barona, who skipped
ahead academically during a year her family spent
in Panama, said, "Only one of my professors
knows how young I am. It's great when professors
refer to how everyone is over 18 and mature, and I
want to raise my hand and say, 'No, I'm not.'"
Leighton Gilling, a freshman who just celebrated his 17th birthday, didn't tell his professors
his age. His English professor, Dr. Pharr, said he
believes that underage students often encounter
problems with social integration and have trouble
understanding college subject matter.
When told GilliD:g's age, Dr. Pharr said, "I had
no idea he was that young. If I had a class full of
Leighton Gillings every semester, I would teach
for half price."
The majority of the young students said they
didn't have much difficulty making the transition
into college classes. Fourage, a freshman pre-med
biology major, said, "It was really weird at first to
be taking a test with 400 other people in the same
room, but I think it's like that for anyone."
Because most of the students skipped grades

at a very early age, most of them agreed that they
were already used to being surrounded by older _
people by the time they got to college. This evidence supports the long-standing research of
developmental psychologists, who have historically cautioned against generalizations and assigning
a particular developmental task to one specific age.
Despite having grown up with older kids, 17year-old freshman Vishaan Lutchman said he still
feels unprepared to be in college. "Older kids seem
to have a better idea of what they want to do and
how .to get there," said Lutchman. "I just sort of
'picked' civil engineering as a major, but I'm really not sure what I want to do at all."
Gilling said he thought living on his own was
a bigger adjustment for him than it was for his
older peers. "I just got my driver's license at the
end of my senior year," Gilling said. "People who
are 18 or 19 have had way more time to adjust."
Gilling skipped sixth grade while in his native
Jamaica, then skipped ninth grade after moving to
the United States.
When asked how his age affects his social life,
Gilling said, "You never forget that you're
younger than eveprone else is." Gilling added, "I
can't go clubbing and I can't get into R-rated
movies, so I'm pretty much stuck here most of the
time."
Gilling said that he often goes out with a
group of friends that are his age or younger.
"Usually, we'll just go to the mall and walk around
or just hang out," Gilling said. "I also like to spend
my free time writing poetry, short stories and
essays on different things." He added that he loved
to read, and said he's a big Harry Potter fan.
However, almost half of the students interviewed said that showing their student IDs and
saying they forgot their license usually grants them
admission into any 18-and-up activity without a
problem.
Fourage, now 17, said she doesn't tell many
people her age. Instead, she just makes up an
excuse or says she's busy if older friends invite her
to go somewhere she won't be able to get into.
Fourage grew up in Canada, speaking French
as her first language and attending school under
the French school system. When her family moved
to Boca Raton four years ago, she was placed in
- the 9th grade instead of 7th because of the difficulty level of the classes she had already taken.
When asked how other students react to her
age, Gould said: "Most people are shocked when I
tell them I'm only 17. They qsually stare at me in
awe for a few moments, and proceed to drill me as
to. how I managed it. Sometimes I just let people
think I'm a genius."
Hicks scoffed, "I find it kind of funny that I
just registered for my second semester of college
and I can't even buy a pack of cigarettes."
. Gould said her boyfriend would agree that
buying tobacco products is the biggest problem,
because she can't buy him cigarettes. "Not that I
would, anyway."
.
Barona said the only time she feels any different from anyone older is when it comes to voting_
(which she can't even register for yet) and signing
petitions. Barona said, "I really wanted to sign this
one animal cruelty petition on campus, but I could· n't because I wasn't 18."
Felix Martinez, 16, said he doesn't go to parties or go out too often, but he likes to ride his bike
and play tennis. He is also a big soccer fan.
Both Martinez and Barona live in apartments
with roommates who .are over 21. Barona said, "If
a rated-R movie comes on TV, they all joke that,
'We can't watch this, the baby's here,' but they're
just teasing, so it's fun."
Barona's roommate, Astride Bellavoix, 23,
said when she first found out Barona's age, she
wondered how Barona would cope with living the
college lifestyle. ·Bellavoix, a social work major,
added, "She is a little bit irresponsible, but that's
because everyone babies her."
Bellavoix said she didn't realize how much
Barona's age affected Barona's everyday life until
she went to the stud~nt health center with Barona.
PLEASE SEE

Students ON A-7

The Florida Space Institute is hosting twelve University of Central
Florida courses at the Kennedy Space Center this spring. They
include Systems Control, Launch Processing, Satellite Remote
Sensing, Space Science & Technology, Communications Theory,
Electricity &Electronics, Astrodynamics, Laser Beam Propagation,
Applied Energy Systems. Applied Mechanics, Introduction to
Microprocessors, and Physics of the Earth /Space Environment. To
register visithttp:/lwww.classschedule.ucf.edu or the UCF Registrars
Office. For more information on the Florida Space Institute visit
http:l/fsi.ucf.edu or call {321) 452-9834

Presidential Elections
• Petitions can be obtained from SGA
on Jan. 21 at 9 am and can be turned
in at candidates declaration of
candidacy
• Declaration is January 28 - 30 from '
9 am -5 pm
• Active campaigning will begin at
9 am on Feb. 11

"STUDENTS WORKING FOR STUDENTS"

~ STUDENT

lllH

Problems with?

•
•

•

Landlords
Name change
Uncontested
Dissolution

LEGAL
SERVICES

(

Need?
• A will

•

•
•

Insurance
Contracts
Police

Student Legal Services provides students with
assistance in selected areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.

407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded ~y A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
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.Students can't get into clubs, but don't have muCh trouble at college
FROM PAGE

•
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"They wouldn't see her at first
because she wasn't 18, so we had
to sit and wait forever while they
went in the back to go find her
parent consent form. It was
crazy," Bellavoix said.

Sophomore technical theater
design major Tramaine Berryhill
lives in an apartment with
Martinez. Berryhill, 18, said he
was surprised at how organized
Martinez is. "It's definitely obvious how he gets such good
grades, because he's so disd-

plined," Berryhill said. "He . scholarship to study abroad in the
always goes to bed at the same United States for a year. Upon
time, and he only talces brealcs arriving in Savannah, Ga he was
from studying at certain times."
given a placement test and placed
Martinez, an industrial engi- in 12th grade. A year later, she
neering major, attended school in said, Martinez moved to Orlando
his native homeland of Venezuela and started college at 16.
until he was 15, when he won a
Most younger students find

that their age isn't too much of a
hassle, and besides as Gould
rationalized about not being able
ot attend many local music shows,
"It doesn't get to me too much
because it's usually some band
I've never heard of, anyways. I
can wait."

•

·-
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Your textbooks have their
highest resale value during finals week!
UCF

~

Bookstore
Your On·c<1111pus S1orc

4000 Central rorida Blvd .• Oriandc~ Fl 32816

Joon~ai1-~t1 rn:;day

•

&J m.-?p.n·,. Frit!{!J' Ba nt-5p,tr ,, SulttrtlJ1'' JO'il.m ~?.P,nt

UCF BOOKSTORE BUYBACK CONTEST
Clubs/Organizations

..
-··

•

The UCF Bookstore will give $250 to the
sorority, fraternity, club, or other campus
organization who sells back the most bo.oks
at the UCF Bookstore. When signing the ·
buyback slip, please have all members write
the name of your organization to receive credit.
At the end of the buyback rush, the winner
will receive $250. Doesn't that sound nice?
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CAB: Saving UCF from boredom
Student
Director
Jennifer Hall
tells what CAB
is all about

Notable CAB events for Spring 2002
• The Avant-Garde Lecture Series - featuring faculty and staff
experts on things
• Barry Drake - a rock and roll historian who will discuss the 80s
• Tom Deluca - hypnotist. returning for his 16th appearance at UCF
• Dan Setzler (from "Road Rules") - will talk about diversity
• Miss UCF pageant
• The Dance Marathon
• More NET movies (free movies before they are released in theaters)
• From the money raised at the 311 Homecoming concert, CAB will
try to put on another big concert this spring

LISA APPLEGATE
STAFF WRITER

UCF senior Jennifer Hall
has a lot more on her plate
than just fin_al exams.
Hall, an interpersonal
communications major, is the
student director of the
Campus Activities Board, Her
duties with CAB include
overseeing the committees to
make sure they get everything
done that they are supposed to
and coordinating with other
campus organizations to put
on joint activities.
According to Hall, there
are approximately 200 CAB
members. She says their purpose is to bring entertainment
to UCF that students would
not be able to see otherwise
because it would cost them
too much money.
Hall said, "I'm not sure if
people know this, but most
CAB committee directors are
volunteers. They put in more
hours than if they worked a
part-time job."
The different committees .
usually choose the events,
which is why they like to have
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Best Part Time Job in Town is Looking
for
YOU!!

Dialamerica Marketing

I

M
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form at Homecoming," Hall
said. "That's how we picked
311."
In order to see who their
entertainment choices are, CAB
members attend national and
regional conferences every year.
"At the conferences, we

laboration between CAB and the
GLBSU [the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Student Union]," she
said. "They came to us because
they needed help, and it turned
out to be one of our most successful events."
It is free to get involved in
any of the 11 CAB committees
(which are Cinema, Concert,
Cultural Arts, Dance Marathon,
Homecoming,
Popular
Entertainment, Public Relations,
Speakers,
Special
Events,
Spectacular Knights and Video
Productions). Any student can
join any committee he or she
wants to, whether it be just one
or all of them if a student has the
time.
To· find out more information, or to submit comments or
questions about an event, go to
CAB 's
website
at
www.osa.ucf.edu/cab .htm

,,

~

0

a large, diverse group of people
involved in each one, Hall said.
For the 311 concert this fall,
they tried something different.
"Over the summer, CAB
members surveyed people on
campus and at Orientation about
who they would like to see per-

weed
__through
comedians,
speakers,
musicians
and just general perform- ers,"
Hall
said,
"in
order to find
Hall
the best quality and most affordable entertainment to bring to UCF."
She added that when CAB
brings entertainment, they are
bringing the best they could find
from around the country.
And, according to Hall, budget cuts are affecting more than
just the amount of classes
offered next term at UCF. Hall
said that CAB felt it too. This
made them get more creative in
their activity choices, she added.
"Diva Invasion was a col-
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SIGN ON BONUS!

Our Reps Enjoy -working here because they take home Full Time Paychecks, but only
work Part Time Hours. They also enjoy:
· - Flexible Hours
Weekly Paychecks
Professional Environment

~
Q)

BENEFITS NOW AVAILABLE
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$8-$15 per hour AVG
Bonus Incentives
401(k) Plan

{
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Call our offices today to set up an interview!
ORLANDO
4205 Vineland Rd. Ste. 13
@ I-4 & Exit 32

WINTER PARK
3592 Aloma Ave. Ste. 6
@Aloma&436

(407) 649-9606

(407) 673-9700
()
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Five· great winter vacation destinations
It is the second
week in December,
exams are over,
and school is
through - for now.
What are you still
doing at home?
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

Many students look forward
to the winter break, but cannot
seem to find .their "vacation-destination" and time is running out.
With less than four weeks until
the spring semester begins, many
students find it difficult to sched-

•

ule that winter vacation. Here are
a few suggestions for a great holiday getaway with the college
student's time and budget in
mind.

Snowflakes that stay on
my nose and eyelashes
With 90-degree heat in
Florida, what better incentive to
hit the road, traveling north to
the slippery slopes of Ski Beech,
N.C., or Snowshoe Mountain, W.
Va. While the hotels on the slope
can be pricey, (around $100 200 a night) there is no law that
says students cannot get creative,
comfortably squeezing ten students in a room.
There are many rental shops
along the way so_ students will
have the right gear. While the
prices are generally fair, the onsite shops will be more costly

($25 - 50 per day).
Students will ·need to purchase lift tickets, which · will
shuttle them up and down the
mountain. Weekly rates are more
reasonable at $25 - 35 a day;
weekend rates will be more
expensive at $35 - 45 a day.
There are easy slopes for the
beginners, and more challenging
slopes for the pros.
Visit the web sites for more
details.
www.skibeech.com,
www.snowshoemtn.com

So close to home,
yet so far

Street, including the oldest
wooden schoolhouse. But there
are also attractions such as the
Lightner Museum, the Wax
Museum, Ripley's Believe it or
Not, The Bridge of Lions, The
Fountain of Youth, Flagler
College - named for the tycoon
Henry Flagler (and said to be
haunted), trolley rides and horsedrawn carriage rides. During
Christmastime, the Fort hosts a
concert by candlelight.
This small town has endless
amounts of history and plenty of
shops and hotels. The City web
page will help students plan their
time wisely. www.oldcity.com

Historic St. Augustine is
only two hours away, but still
virtually uncharted territory for South Beach anyone?
For those students looking
many students. Some students
may have visited the Fort to have a little more . nightlife,
(Castillo de San Marcos), or the· but not a long drive, South
quaint shops along St. George Beach, Miami will be sure to

An Invitation for
Two Red Lobster Dinners...

•

...And A
New Ride To
The Restaurant Too!

please even the fussiest of
club-hoppers. While lodging
can be expensive, if students
shop around, many h9tels
offer special rates and remember - the further away the
hotel is, the more affordable
the room rates become.
The most expensive part
of the trip will no doubt be the
trendy
nightclub
cover
charges. For club pricing and
other information, visit the
Ocean Drive Magazine's website-the ·best source for planning a night on the town.
www.oceandrive.com

This much fun for free?
Gotta get away, but you
have already been everywhere?
Try Asheville,
N.C.
Unknown to many students,
this small town is home to the
famous Biltmore Estate; the
8000-acre estate is America's
largest residence. The estate
includes Victorian Dance
reenactments, and priceless
art
pieces
including
Vanderbilt's original by Pierre
Auguste Renoir, John Singer
Sargent and Albrecht Durer.
Students can also find the
Cherokee Indian Reservation,
a 56,000-acre reservation in
the Great Smoky Mountains,
Thomas Wolfe, The WNC
Nature
Center,
Vance
Birthplace, Mount Mitchell
(the highest peak east of the
Mississippi) Linville Caverns
and Linville Gorge, Ghost
Town, Santa's Land and
Chimney Rock (with hiking
trails).This trip would be great
for couples or students who
love the outdoors.

Most wonderful
place on Earth

As a Central Florida Future reader, you have the

To participate, you must call 1-800-446-7433 to obtain

opportunity to buy your next car at a great price, with no

the name of the Authorized dealership nearest you, along

hassle, and be eligible to receive a free dinner for two at

with the name of that dealership's Special Sales
Representative. After your call is processed, you will receive

Red Lobster! We've climbed to unpr_ecedented volume

a customer satisfaction survey. Then, visit the dealer,

buying heights to get members like you exceptional

identify yourself as a Central Florida Future reader,

savings. Thousands Of New and Used Cars, SUVs,

and receive special member savings! After purchasing

Trucks, and Vans are available. All used cars included

your vehicle from an authorized dealership, please

fill_out this survey. Upon receipt of your completed survey,
in the Event have passed a rigorous safety and
performance inspection and qualify for an optional

as a thank you, we will send you a Red Lobster gift
certificate valued at $30.00.

extended warranty for a minimum of 12 months/12,000
miles. These special values are good from December
13th - 22nd and January 3rd - 12th.

Call: 1-800-446-7433,
Monday thru Friday, 11:00 am - 8:00 pm,
Saturday, 11:00 am - 6:00.pm,

CREDIT UNION EVENTS

Just cannot find the time
to make it out of Orlando?
Lucky for students, Disney
and Universal Studios offer
great discounts and holiday
deals for those who love a
good theme park. Hotel rates
at some of Disney's all-star
hotels are as low as $59 per
night (some restrictions
apply). Visit their website for
details.
www.disneyworld.disney.go.c
orn/waltdisneyworld/index
Universal also has two
theme
parks,
including
Islands
of
Adventure.
Students can also have afterhours fun at CityWalk, with
on-site hotel accommodations
for those students who do not
want to make the drive home.
www.universalstudios.com.

I _J
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Although work interferes with classes at times, most agree it's worth it
FROM PAGE
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his role as a tour guide of the
movies. Each ride is 20 minutes
long, and he averages about
two shows per hour.
"We get really kooky
guests," said Lucciola. "I love
talking to the Brazilian tour
groups. Even though they have
no idea what you're saying,
they love to chant and they
always get way more exited
than everyone else, especially
at the scenes with the brightest
lights and loudest noises, like
the gunfire scenes." He added,
"They're actually the most fun
because they aren't afraid to
laugh and scream."
Michelle, an English major
who didn't want her real name
used, works as a character performer at all of Orlando's
Disney theme parks and
resorts. Because of her height,
she either wears the costume of
Mickey Mouse, Minnie, Piglet
or Meeko. Michelle said the
best part about her job is making people smile and cry out of
happiness.
Michelle said: "I'll never
forget the time that I was inside
the Mickey costume and a little
girl came up and gave me her
baby blanket and said,
'Mickey, I'm a big girl, I don't
need this anymore,' and when I
tried to give it back, her mom
stepped in and said, 'She came
all the way to Disney to give it
to you,' and that just touched
me so much. I still have the
blanket sitting on my couch."
Michelle said she also has
an entire wall of illustrations
that children have given her, all
carefully inscribed 'To Piglet'
or 'To Minnie'.
Michelle said the worst
parts about her job are the
occasional baq, obnoxious children and the heat of the heavy .
fur costumes. "The costumes
for the night parades are the
worst," Michelle said. "Since
everything is covered in ·lights,
Dopey's coat alone weighs 20
lbs."
Aaron, a sophomore engi-·
neering major who also didn't
want his real name used, started
working at the Magic Kingdom
a month ago as a student musician in the seasonal Christmas
parade. Aaron agreed that his
costume is worst part about his
job. He said: "Putting the costume on and playing in a 45rninute parade is torture. The
toy soldier outfit is huge and
heavy, and it probably weighs
30 pounds."
Aaron, 20, said his costume consists of thigh-high
wood and metal boots, a fiberglass box for his body and
arms, and a big head with a
screen to see out of. "When I
wear it, I can't see, I can't
breathe and I can't walk."
Aaron said.
Marketing senior Mike
Griese works as a ship captain,
or skipper, aboard the Jaws ride
at Universal Studios. Much like
Lucciola's job on the Great

Movie Ride, Griese acts
out the part of a tour
guide as he accompanies guests
on the ride and recites a prepared
script. Griese said, "The worst
part is when the ride malfunctions, which happens all the time.
We have cover lines and stall
material prepared for everything."
Griese added, "One time
when the track blew, my boat was
stuck for 30 minutes at the fire
scene, which is part of the ride.
They had to get a pontoon boat
and evacuate all the guests."
Griese, 22, said his favorite
part about his job is seeing the
reaction from the guests. "I like to
make the ride really exiting and
fun,'' Griese said. "No one is supposed to ad-lib, but the best shows
are ad-libbed.' Actually, I got
caught once for adding my own
material and got written up for it."
Criminal justice major Kelly
Higginbottom, 20, works as a

~ygrades

were good
until I started
working there
(Disney).
-Aaron

WALT DISNEY WORLD EMPLOYEE

hostess at the Indiana Jones show
at Disney's MGM Studios.
Higginbottom said the most
unusual occurrences at her job
have been when · a show doesn't
go as planned. She said: "In the
big final battle scene in the
Indiana show, one of the actors
accidentally threw Indiana Jones

into the airplane propellers. The
blades went flying, and the director had to yell, 'cut!' No one was
hurt, but it completely confused
the aµdience!"
Many of the students interviewed said they planned their
classes at UCF around their jobs.
For example, Higginbottom and
Lucciola only take class a few
days a week, and Griese is only
taking nine hours of classes to
allow more time to work.
The students who try to work
and go to school full time admit
that it's not easy. Aaron said: "My
grades were good until I started
working there. I don't know how
my grades are now, but studying
is definitely way more stressful
because my free time has evaporated."
Many of the students cited
the 45-minute drive from UCF to
work as being a downside, especially with the hectic all-night

rehearsal schedule that the seasonal Christmas show performers
maintain. Bums explained that
they must rehearse on the stage at
night because they can't do it
when guests are in the park.
Bums said, "There have been
many times this year that I've had
rehearsal at Disney until 7 a.m.,
and I have to come straight home
and go to my 8:30 a.m. class."
Another downside to theme
park jobs is the low pay. Most of
the theme park employees don't
get much more than minimum
wage. However, they get many
benefits including free park
admission, discounted cruise tickets and hotel rooms and discounted theme park merchandise.
Lucciola said: "I was a waiter for
awhile and made a lot more
money, but the benefits here are
awesome. It's a fun job, and I
actually look forward to going to
work every day."

'
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Have your past banking experiences .given you reason to smile? We didn't think so ...
and that's why it's time for a change. Riverside Bank is a new bank in town that is
changillg the face of banking. With a casual atmosphere and friendly staff, you will
feel welcome the moment you walk through our doors. And because your business
is so important to us, we're also offering you:

Riverside Bank of Central Florida
401 S. Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
407 .671-4500

www.riversidecf.com

• Lifetime Free Checking ... no minimum balance, no hidden fees,
no kidding
• Extended lobby and drive-in hours including Saturdays
• Personal attention ... even from the bank president!
Are you. smiling yet.? Then maybe you' re due for a change as well. To learn more, simply
drop by our convenient location just south of University
Blvd. on S.R. 436. It's just up the road from UCF.
And be sure to pickup your free gift while you're here!

RIVEllODE
BANKCT

(
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15% Discount with UCF

Waterford lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone ~7-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

Student or Faculty ID!

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

You've been told_you need
work experience before
getting your MBA.
I don't think so.
James Park, Univm'Sity ofHorida 1998, 2000 EAMBA graduate
Business Analyst, Global Solutions/PCS
Jumpstart your career by applying today for admission
in the Early Advantage MBA program at the (rummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In less than
two years you con -earn an MBA and could be making twice
that of those without on MBA. No experience necessary.

8

Available concentrations:
E-Commerce I Finance I International Business I Management
Marketing I Operations Manogement/ Information Technology

The Crummer Agyontage:
•
•
•
•
•

ln1ernolional study trip included
No1ebaok computer included
World-class professors
Mentor program
Consulting projects

.

Look at www.crummer.rollins.edu. Or call 1-800-866-2405
for more information and schedule o visit today.

Central· flol'ida's hottest.new live quiz contest:

FSU puts student

films online
Web site has about 30 films
MELANIE YEAGER
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Want to check out the work of the next generation of filmmakers?
Now you can without leaving your living room.
Florida State University's School of Motion Picture,
Television and Recording Arts now has a Web site - www.f8ufilms.com - that showcases some of the best student works produced at FSU. An.d it's free.
"As far as I'm aware I don't know of any other university film
school doing this," said Raymond Fielding, dean of the school.
"This exposes the student films until they get a big audience for
their film. We want exposure for the students' work, for their name
and our name out there."
FSU's school already is a major player in the education of film
students. Last year alone, 35 FSU films were selected for screening at 90 festivals worldwide, where they won 34 first prizes and
17 second or third prizes, he said.
The Web site, which lets viewers watch using RealPlayer or
QuickTime, has about 30 films ranging from comedies to documentaries. It's made possible by a donation of about $300,000 in
equipment from IBM to FSU's Office of Technology Integration.
The gifts include an IBM eServer system used as a video server.
"FSU clearly understands how technology and artistry can go
hand in hand," said Chuck Bryan, director of IBM's eServer
pSeries CQmarketing in a prepared statement.
Among the site's highlights:
•"Escape Back to the Movies," which was written, directed
and edited by graduate student Jason Doty. The film received the
2000 Coca-Cola Refreshing Filmmaker Competition Grand Prize
and was screened in 13,000 U.S. theaters for six weeks last summer.
• "Lector," a graduate thesis film, will be posted on the Web
site once it finishes making the rounds at film festivals. Already
the film has won a bronze Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences' Student Academy Award - the second time for FSU in
the last three years. "Lector" has qualified to be considered for an
Oscar nomination in the short film category.
The student films, which should soon number 60 on the site,
run from six to 30 minutes. Fielding hopes to eventually have a
way on the site for viewers to offer their own reviews of the films.
FSU's film school pays for all their students' production
expenses. The school receives more than 700 applications each
year and interviews up to 90 finalists for an entering class of 15
freshmen, 15 transfer students and 24 graduate students, Fielding
said.

United We Stand
Guaranteed Grand Prize Awarded Per Event:

Up to
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United We Stand (UWS) is intended to serve as a memorial to our nation's
tragic events of September 11th 2001 and to remind our neighboring countries that we are united in this mission of peace and justice. We are also
using the event to raise money and collect non-perishable food for the
American Red Cross and other local charitable organizations aiding in this
mission.
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The event will take place Tuesday December 11th 2001, at the University of
Central Florida - Reflection Pond, in Orlando Florida from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The goal is to bring all of Central Florida together to serve as the central
flame for the nation. Other sites (such as Washington D.C., New York City,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Houston, Atlanta, Dayton) are encouraged to coordinate this event to make it anational event. All Americans, and people of
other countries who are appalled by the past events, are going to be encouraged to observe a 2-minute moment of silence at precisely 7:30 p.m. EST.
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A public service announcement

W y Tivoli Apartments?
Tivoli management surveyed livoli residents in
September 2001 & this is what they said... ~
Is Tivoli louted conveniently to
UCF?
Location - 30 seconds from UCF
Can ride bike to class
Right next to UCF

Great tocation~ distance to UCF
Very dose to UCF
Location,. locatio~ location
Close to campus
The location {next to UCF)
Located near school and work
Proximity to UCF
I liked the location
Location to UCF
Close to school
Conveniently located
Proximity to UCF

especially important to you?

ment size?

rent.. big apartments
Price compared to apartment size
~roomsize

Luxurious
Very spacious apartment and balcony
The apartments are very good size and price
Apartments are big
Large bedrooms and common area
large one bedroom units
Apartment size (2br) and layout
Spacious ftQC>tplans
Size of apartment

Good layout
Kitchen ls wel~uipped
Walk-in closets
The setup-having a bathroom in fNefy
bedroom
Clean
The grounds are well·kept

No reserved parking

. What about the other amenities?

Bedrooms are bigger
Sile of apartments
Blg living room
Bigger bedrooms
Big rooms

Includes cable and washer & dryer
Nice gym
24-hour fitness center
Includes internet and cable
Ethernet is included in t'f!nt
Carne well.equipped (washer & dryer, alerm.
fam.. lights nd blinds)

•

•

..

Plenty of parking - no towing
lots of parking

No towing
No parking stickers
No parking decals
No parking permits
No parldng passes

Huge rooms

•

Is there enough parking?

It is very nice compared to everywhere else
r liked the area
New neighborhood
Have my choke of roommates
Great room arrangement
Private bathrooms for each resident

Very welknaintained
Land$caping is beautiful
Good ~rtment design
My own bathroom
The large birds that roam the parkina lot

•

Not college apartments
Unfurnished-and grown up crowd
I like the quiet environment
Safe environment and alarms
My friends lib!d the place
Quieter area
Relativeiy quiet
Quiet

Are '/here spedlic features that are

Size of rooms and overall large apartments

Roomy

More residential,, less college students
Not the typical college atmosphere
It isn~t college living

[I was] looking for better management

Good polide$ - plenty of partcing.. cheap

The rooms are large

More like a normal apartment than •college..
housing

. Friendly .staff

Location
Great location, distance to UCF ·
Very prime location to aU colleges and
university
Convenience to school
Location (dose to UCF)

about th -

Is this a typical student
apartment?

What about the management?
Friendly staff- I feel comfortable asking
questions and addressing issue1
People are friendly in office (and stayed that
way after move-in)
Management cares about us
Friendly.. undemanding management
Ve.ry helpful and ldnd management
The off&ee $faff is great~ very helpful
The employees are verY helpful
Very friendly office workers
Staff wat very friendly
.
Extremely friendly and helpful staff
Nk.e employees

No stickers

With all these qualities it must be
very expenslflel
Cheaper than old place
t like the low rent

Reasonable rent prices
Rent prices reasonable
Price.. ·location. quality
Don't charge too much
The price is right
Rent cheap
Inexpensive
Reasonable price
Affordable
Value
Cheeper rent
Cornpetitive rates
Fair prite
lt-s reasonable
Affordable price
Good price

t

Do you like Tivoli!

=

Tivoli 1 lov iU
Eithe.- way,. 1 lov it/11voll
ltov it
l love lt

So, what are you waiting for?
2nd Phase Now Open for
December 2001 Occupancy

Ask about our Phase 2 specials!
c

Bring this ad in for a

$100 credit toward rent!*

Tivoli Ap8rtments

·{wit

1/2 mile ea_st of Alafaya on·
McCulloch Road
321-765-llll

'Ont-ad por apartmtnt, Now Ntkltntt only. . _
Offtrt~plrts J nu1rv 11, 2002.
<

•

•

A universal inconvenience
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•

•

Sometimes life is not fair.
This statement should resonate
particularly with students of
UCF who have been unfortunate
enough to visit parking services.
Unluckily for me, I had the
opportunity to speak with several people from the parking services department three times in
the last three weeks. That's
about three more visits than I
could stand.
I received the first ticket
several weeks ago. I had been
told that the only way to contest
a ticket was to either appeal the
citation in writing or in person
(as you will see later, this is not
the case). I decided to argue my
case in person-the case being
my decal had been properly displayed, hanging from my
rearview mirror. The parking
services panel maintained that
something must have been
blocking my decal for someone
to ticket my car, but repealed the
ticket anyway. I was excited.
Then I walked to my car the
next week, only to find another

ticket proudly displayed on the
windshield. A minor annoyance
had it not been for my decal,
still hanging rather noticeably
from my rearview mirror.
Confused and very peeved, I
trudged my way back to the
parking services window, only
to find it closed until Monday
morning. That's convenient, I
muttered to myself.
So then of course Monday, I
stop by again to denounce my
parking ticket, and politely but
firmly ask that the ticket be
destroyed. At first, the girl
looked at me with serious doubt
and incredulity, as if no one had
ever thought to question a ticket
before. I maintained that my
decal was properly displayed
and that obviously someone
from her department had been
just a little too anxious to ticket
people. This method of argument worked and my ticket was
thrown out. So apparently, you
can contest a ticket without
appealing in writing or to a.
parking service panel. It's so
refreshing to find that someone
deliberately lied to me.
On a rainy Wednesday of

that same week, there again
clinging to the wiper on my car
was a soggy florescent green
envelope, containing yet another $20 ticket for violation of a
daily permit pass. As noted previously, my decal was still hanging distinctly from my rearview
mirror, and of course, the
Parking Services office was
closed.
At this point, I am beginning to feel like some sort of
conspiracy is underway. But the
next day I found myself back at
the office, eagerly waiting to
once again, contest my ticket.
Only this time the girl refused
and explained you can only have
your ticket thrown out once, so
any mistake made after the first,
students must appear before a
panel, or appeal the ticket in
writing.
After several minutes of
serious complaining, I began to
notice a long line developing.
So, I stepped back to let the next
student in line up to the window.
Listening intently to his story,
which happened to be very similar to my own, I developed a
theory .

STAFF WRITER

The close-minded, ignorant
forces that seemingly dominate our
local society will never cease to
amaze me. Here we are, in the midst
of a major national crisis, and right in
the.heart of the "promised land" we're
still fighting amongst ourselves as to
who should be permitted to devote
their lives to God and who
shouldn't.
Two weeks ago, in Key
West, the Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church installed a
homosexual pastor; the first known
noncelibate gay pastor in the denomination in Florida. At such times of
distress and anxiety in the world,
should we not be grateful that a fellow
human being is willing to dedicate
himself to helping others find spiritual solace? Apparently not. Apparently
what we should do is complain about
his sexual orientation because we are
just shallow enough to believe that
our own secluded ideas and percep-

tions of the world should be juxtaposed on those around us.
As if homosexuality has not run
rampant throughout world history.
Even still, certain factions of the
Christian church are on a mission to
save humanity by telling them to
reject the possibility of alternatives
that might lie outside their existing
boundaries of comfort. Well I've got
some painful news for these people:
it's time for these ultra-conservative
bureaucrat
wannabes to face the music.
The world is changing
around them, whether they
approve or not. Have we learned
absolutely nothing from our recent ~
ordeal in Afghanistan? Don't we see
the road that religious intolerance can
take once it hits that slippery slope?
As the world's role model on protecting civil liberties, can Americans really hope to achieve any success internationally if we are still dealing with
domestic civil discrimination?

mmI
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which would be understandable
were it not for the hundreds and
thousands of tickets they issue
each year. Knowing very well
that most people will just pay
the ticket out of convenience, or
that eventually their class schedules will be nonexistent, their
grades, diplomas and transcripts
all withheld.
I know UCF is pressuring
some parking services nazi to
issue as many tickets as possible. Well, fine. If they insist on
continually raping us with parking tickets, then I say let me get
on the preferred payment plan.
Make parking decals free and I
will gladly pay $20 a month in
parking fines. But until then,
start hiring people who are
observant and responsible
enough to recognize a parking
decal hanging, unobstructed,
from my rear-view mirror. Or,
admit that random ticketing is
just another way for l!CF to get
money from innocent, unsuspecting, poor college students'.
And ironically, I just
opened my mail to find my ticket appeal was denied. So I guess
they win.

Homosexuals belong on the pulpit They can't practice what they preach
RYAN HERMAN

'

The school gives more and
more tickets out towards the end
of the semester, why? Because,
if a student has an administrative hold due to parking fees,
they can be denied registration
or their classes can be dropped.
And good luck re-registering for
classes after the first week of
January. Which by the way, is
probably when they will drop
the classes (and of course, without your notification).
If this isn't tacky enough,
parking services will only throw
out one ticket per your entire
stay at UCF (how generou_s of
them). This means that they can
legally make as many mistakes
as they want and we are forced
to take time out from our lives
to correct them. That's assuming
they actually do repeal the ticket. If not, remember that they
have every right to drop all of
your classes. And there is no
supreme, higher voice of parking services-once you have
been denied, you must pay or
else.
So essentially, they make us
pay exorbitant prices to park
miles away from our classes,
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My question is this: Do homosexual mm1sters just skip over 1
Corinthians 6:9-10 when they preach?
"Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes
nor homosexual offenders ... will inherit the kingdom of God."
Before you start writing all the letters to the editor accusing me
of bashing homosexuals and
religion, let me make several
things clear. First of all, I
believe anyone who proclaims that Jesus Christ is their savior
and admits they are a sinner can be
saved and become a Christian. This
includes murderers, rapists, the average
person and yes, homosexuals. Second,
as a Bible-believing Christian, I know
Jesus loves all of his children, despite
their· sins. And lastly, I believe the
Bible is perfect in every way and is the
inherent word of God. He is perfect,
therefore the messages and all of the
verses in the Bible are perfect.
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Why do I have a problem with
churches ordaining homosexuals? It
should be very .obvious-they simply
cannot practice what they preach.
Christians and non-Christians
alike have started conveniently molding the scriptures to their beliefs. If
they don't agree with what a verse
says, they simply ignore it, or even
worse, denounce it.
What happens when a preacher is
caught committing adultery?
His congregation would
probably ask him to leave,
or they would leave the
church. Why? Because a
married man having an affair is not
someone who people can look up to.
Adultery is a sin, and for the most part,
people have enough morals to admit it
is wrong.
Would a judge be elected if he
openly admitted he didn't believe in
the 6th Amendment? Probably not.
Who would want to elect a judge who
doesn't believe in the laws he is supPLEASE SEE Preachers oN A-17
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Support Your School
I am writing in response to Casey
McCorkle's. article in the opinion section of the Future's Nov. 21 edition.
I am not writing to gripe about
women not working, or her comments
on being barefoot and pregnant, I
learned long ago not to criticize
women for wanting the things in life
that pleases them and give them a
sense of fullness. I was however
appalled when Mccorkle attacked the
very university she writes for and
attends. The phrases used such as,

"UCF of all places," and "glorified
community college," upset me more
than I can put into words. First of all,
Ms. McCorkle, for whatever reasons
you are in attendance at this glorified
community college, and it doesn't
make you look better as an individual
to downplay where you received part
of your education, the ends justify the
means, and despite the school, be it
Harvard or SCC, you gain whatever it
was you put into it.
We may not live in a college town
and black and gold may not be every-

where we turn, but there are many
reasons why UCF is now considered a
first choice school. Rising athletics,
amazing academic programs, and a
fun atmosphere are just a few of the
reasons. I am more than grateful to be
a knight; and it only creates a diverse
effect on the student body to see an
add displaying the words "BRING IT!"
only to flip the page of the Future and
read McCorkle's bitterness.
So perhaps instead of attacking the
school as a whole, Mccorkle can realize that every university will have that

professor who doesn't make things
easy and in the end those are the educators and institutions she will place
the most gratitude towards upon entering the real world. Go Knights! !

-MAREN HICKS

'·
"

Etiquette Dinner prepares
students for the real world
In regards to the article found in the
Nov. 28 issue, titled ''Money wasted on
Etiquette Dinner and sports complex," I
feel the basis of the article had no factual
grounding. As the Etiquette Dinner
Coordinator, I would have gladly been
interviewed to discuss where the dinner's
funds were allocated and spent. Just as
every other organization and department
on campus, the Consultants for Effective
Leadership have also suffered budget cuts.
This year we cut expenses by over $3,000

and asked from Student Government a
minimal amount of money. The Eleventh
~ual Etiquette Dinner was funded large1y by CEL's own budget along with
fundraisers and sponsorships. The CEL
team took in consideration student activity
fees,
budget cuts and Student
Government's funds; thus this year
requesting the smallest amount ever.
As for why proper etiquette is so important and who uses it, Darcy Rodriguez
would be surprised the amount of etiquette
used in today's professional society.
Images and networking become important
components in the workforce. Without

proper etiquette one would find tht;mselves
greatly embarrassed and uncbmfortable in
new well-mannered surroundings.
Etiquette Dinner teachings go beyond
learning to how "not to chew with my
mouth open and not to place my elbows on
the table." Etiquette involves knowledge of
your table and guests, knowing how to
address them and network the table and
appear as a mature professional individual.
No matter whether it be political, corporate
or even non-profit, many companies and
organizations present galas and banquets in
which dining etiquette will be used.
I believe UCF lessons go beyond lee-

tures and textbooks. Etiquette Dinner provides students with hands-on experience in
real-world situations. This is also one of
the few opportunities that such a diverse
group of students from UCF gather together to meet new people and experience valuable information. I mv1te Darcy
Rodriguez to actually attend the dinner to
see exactly all etiquette involves. Each student walked away learning something new
and I guarantee Ms. Rodriguez would.

.i

-JACLYN MELTON
CONSULTANTS OF EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
ETIQUEfTE DINNER COORDINATOR

NOW TWO GREAT LOCATIONS TO BETTER ASSIST YOU
l,

At Alafaya Club
c4on 432.9990
3 & 4 Bedroom floor plans
•Free <able (SS+ <hannels)
• Furnished living and dining room &
fully furnished bedrooms
• LQrge walk-in closets
• Private telephone lines
• Private bathrooms for each student
• Full size washer &dryer
• Dishwasher, Spadous refrigerator & Microwave
• Fitness center, basketball <ourt, sand volleyball,
clubhouse & swimming pool
• Gated entry
• Deadbolt lo<k on every bedroom
• Individual leases
• On·site management, on-site CA staff
•And more!

Enjoy
Luxurious
Student
Living at an
Attordable
Pricel

At Science Drive
(407) 384-7080
3 & 4 Bedroom floor plans
• Private bathrooms
• large waJk..in dosets
• Individual priva<y lodts
• Designer furniture
• Individual leases
• Gated entry
•Roommate mat<hing servi<e
• Utilities included
• Doorside trash pick..up
• Pre-wired for interadive cable
• Clubhouse, pool &sports court
• Private telephone lines
• Free cable with 3 HBOs
•High speed ethernet a<cess
•And more!

"..
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Bubble-gum
pop music has
taken over MTV

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

\;.,J
•••
'·'

U.S. AIR FORCE

Looking for qn apartment?

Your search is over!
f

L

.,

BRAND NEW
1, 2, 3 &4
B'e droom Apartments
·Private Gated Community
- ·Business Computer Center
• 24-hour Fitness Center
• Free After-school Kids Club
·Private Ground Level Entries
• Big Walk-in Closets
• Discounted Cable TV
(optional)
• Full Size Washer/Dryer
(optional)
Pet Free community

(407) 208-1700
13,000 Island Bay Drive• Orlando, Fl 32828 • waterfordeast@ced-concord.com

I made a revelation today.
In doing so, I have a major
announcement to make.
MTV played music videos
today.
I'm sure that you are not
surprised by this. I, however, am.
Why you may ask? Well, How
often can you find videos and music on
MTV? Even more so, how often, when you
do find these rarities, do you find real music, not the crap that
N' Sync and the like sing? I will point out that the time that I watched
these videos was around 9 a.m. However, that all ended around 10
a.m., when some wonderful piece of programming came on like
Undressed or Road Rules. It isn't like this comes as a surprise to me.
I started to notice this long ago, but only lately have I realized that
MTV sucks. Now don't get me wrong, I'm not saying I am not a fan.
Well, yes I am. I used to be a big fan of MTV. I recall back iri
the day, when my mother wouldn't even allow me to watch MTV.
Why? Well, videos, such as "Baby Got Back" were just a little too
provocative for her approval. Granted, I was nine at the time, but
that is beside the point. Now, it seems that MTV is aimed at people
in that age range. Well, maybe a little older $an that. Have you
noticed the target audience for MTV now? Every program, every
station targets a particular audience. Nickelodeon targets kids.
Lifetime targets women.
Has anyone else noticed that MTV's target audience appears to
be 13 year old girls?
TRL is on all the time, featuring N'Sync, Carson Daily and
bubble-gum pop. I really can't think of another group that might like
the music they sing, with the exception of some college girls who
also love boy bands. The odds of them liking the girl groups, however, are pretty low.
However, the amount of music on MTV is the real issue. When
did the M in MTV cease to be? Besides a rare dose of Buzzworthy
or Spankin' New Videos, a full-length video is hard to find on MTV
or VHl for that matter. Instead, we get to watch things like Real
World (which stopped being original and exciting around the second
season), Road Rules, TRL (which features halves of videos,
entwined with screaming females who have the need to profess their
love for Britney's boy Justin), and numerous other programs that
just aren't what I was hoping for. Even the MTV Music Awards
mean less and less every time a group like 98 Degrees wins an
award.
Should I blame MTV and their programming executives? No
sir, I don't think so. The real problem here may be less the fault of
the program directors at MTV and more a problem with the garbage
that is on the radio. Okay, maybe I'm beginning to sound like a
crotchety old,man here, but pop music has gone to hell. I can prove
it too! Turn on XL 106.7 and listen for an hour. You will hear some
great music (meaning one or two songs). However, that music is
separated by Backstreet Boys, 'Jessica Simpson, Eden's Crush and
the like. In fact, when you listen to Casey's Top 40's or Rick Dees
and the Weekly Top 40's, you will see the same phenomenon. I
would guestimate that half, if not more of the list each week is consumed by these Bubble-gum, love song poppers.
·
The problem with these performers is that they haven't experienced anything. Their life has been cushy, easy. They can't write a
song with any heart or soul. Where has the heart and soul of music
gone? There is a big difference between a performer and an artist,
and most of today's pop singers are not artists at all. Britney can perform. In fact, she can put on a great show, with the pyrotechnics, the
dancing and her backups. But do her songs have any feeling in
them? Nope. Now, I will give her this. On her new album, she does
interject some great stuff. In fact, the songs that she authored, or at
least had a part in are much better than the crap she used to sing.
John Lennon, Garth Brooks, Marshall Mathers, Madonna,
Elton John and Melissa Ethridge are artists. They have experienced
alcoholism, abuse and discrimination. They lived through the Cold
War, the riotous 1970s and Women's Liberation. Essentially, they
have lived. Pop music now, more than ever, bites. It has no life, no
verve, no marrow. But as long as those records keep selling, and as
long as people keep tuning in to TRL, it will go on.
I just have one thing to say: I want my MTV!
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Are video games and musicians to blame for misguided youths?
GEMA CORRALES
STAFF WRITER

On April 20, 1999, in a small Colorado
town called Littleton, two teenage boys
opened fire inside Columbine High School.
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold shot and
killed 15 innocent victims. It was a day that
will never be forgotten.
Who's to blame for the atrocities committed by these two individuals? Most say it
was due to the explicit lyrics from infamously known rock star Marilyn Manson.
Others speculate it was the video games they
were exposed to. Where were the parents
through the course of their children's lives?
If anyone is to point fingers, it should
be directly towards the way their parents
handled the well being of these two misguided teenagers. Marilyn Manson has been
a target for the press in recent years. He is
known for his outrageous stage theatrics and
allusions to Satanism. When it was televised
that the two killers were fans of his music,
the media was quick to accuse his lyrics for
encouraging the murder. Almost immediately, all press organizations wanted to hear
Manson's r('.buttal to the accusations.
Manson himself wrote an article for Rolling
Stone magazine stating his opinion of the
tragedy. He indicated that the first few people on earth didn't need books, movies or
music to encourage murder. According to
Manson, music can't provoke murderous
ideas and it isn't responsible for all the violence in society today.
"Times have not become more violent.
Violence has just become more televised

and accepted," he said. Manson blames the Kombat, Killer Instinct and Doom, the very
killing partially on the media for being so game played obsessively by the two young
graphic all the time. What is seen on televi- men who ended so many lives in Littleton,
sion desensitizes the population to accept make our children more active participants
more violence. Manson believes because the in simul~ted violence. Who's to say video
media had no logical explanations for the games will motivate killing? Parents can
tragic occurrence, they automatically help this situation by explaining to their children that while most
blamed the shootvideo games seem
ings on him.
violent and graphic,
"It was unthinkthat you treat them
able that these kids
as just what they
did not have a simare; a game!"
ple black and white
reason for their
There is certainly an
argument to be
actions. And so a
made that the media
scapegoat was needhas gone overboard
ed," Manson said.
with possible causes
Ironically
for such disastrous
enough as time
occurrence
like
passed, friends of
video games and
Harris and Klebold
music. Why can't
said that neither of
-Marilyn Manson
they concentrate on
them had been a big
the most logical
fan of Marilyn
cause such as the
Manson's music.
neglecting ways of
Could the simple act of playing an action-packed video parents today?
game be one of the causes of the tragedy at
In the Columbine case, it has been pubColumbine? How can the government pre- licly stated that both killers concealed bomb
vent children all around the world from making substances in the cornfort of their
becoming the next killers? Prestigious indi- own home.
''These are the people who have not
viduals such as former President Bill
Clinton, full-heatedly believe that video said one word to my family, and they raised
games are at fault for Columbine's tragedy. the murderers,'' said Brian Rohbrough,
On the latest episode of 60 Minutes, Col. who's son was gunned down by Klebold and
Grossman specified video games as "murder Harris.
It is logical to assume that parents are
simulations."
Clinton said: "Video games like Mortal genuinely unaware of what is taking place in

C?n111es have not
become more
violent. Violence
has just become
more televised
and accepted.

the rooms of their own children?
Some people questioned whether the
parents saw anything about the teenagers
that could have prevented the shootings.
Both families are victims of their children's
actions, but were they really attentive to
their emotional stability in handling certain .
situations? How could parents allow their
children to be locked up inside their room
and not once, in an entire year, stop to wonder why? Could parent neglect be one of the
various causes for today's juvenile killers?
A child, regardless of their age, needs
motivation and support throughout their life.
Parents are the guiding lights in the lives of
their children.
Shouldn't parents realize when there is
something wrong with the emotional picture
their children are gradually depicting?
Parents are the basis of their child's personality development. If they're not present in
their children's life, who will?
The entire nation is a victim of these
horrendous acts within our youth today.
Parents should nurture their children and
give them the support and understanding
they ultimately deserve. There will always
be bad influences that constantly surround
children. They may include gothic music
rock stars or even violent video games, but
our parents are there to tell us the rights from
the wrongs, the real from the unreal. Parents
are our mentors, and should be our primary
role models. They should take part in their
children's lives and mold them into sensible
human beings. Hopefully, many will be
made stronger and situations as unfortunate
as this will forever be prevented.

II

Find Your Future...
Now Hiring at Wells Fargo Financial
-----As-a-C-redit Manager, you will ... •
•
•
•
•

Enjoy a salaried position with a Fortune 100 Company
Have performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete a comprehensive training program
Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

Your Benefits include...
• Holidays and. vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed. • Stock plans - purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue your education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral - receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan- earn 12% on balances up to $10~000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit our website at wellsfargofmancial.com or contact:
Chris Lounsberry, Branch Manager@8881 W. Colonial Drive, Ocoee FL, 34761 407/578-1885 or 407/578-1807fax

..
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Florida is part of 'conservative south'
FROM PAGE A-13

But aside from even the social ramifications of this hayseed argument,· let us
consider what this means in a religious
sense. Is it not still the mission of the
U.S. to establish a safe ellvironment for
all people to be free from religious persecution? If this is true, then there is
absolutely no reason that homosexuals
should not be afforded the same right to
exercise spiritual freedom wherever they
can find it. Pause for a moment to realize
that Mr. Peterson comes to Florida having 20 years of experience in New York
and joins more than a dozen homosexual
-Lutheran pastors across the country. As
of late, California, Iowa, Minnesota and
Missouri have all installed noncelibate
gay pastors in several of their Lutheran
churches.
The rest of the country is starting to
open their minds, and it's time we join
them. As much as we may like to deny it,

Florida is considered part of the conservative south and very often lives up to that
reputation. But I urge you, if our aim is to
achieve basic personal freedoms, as we
have been doing for nearly 250 years in
this country, those freedoms cannot be
selectively allotted to certain groups of
people . while simultaneously being
denied from others. Anything a heterosexual male or female is capable of
accomplishing can just as easily be done
by a homosexual man or woman. And
even if not, homosexuals should not be
given any special or different treatment
from the average man, woman or child.
At the very ieast, they deserve the opportunity to prove themselves- the basic
principles that govern our cmmtry clearly
state that.
And at this time more than ever, we
should be realizing what it is our nation
stands for. Every now and again we get so
caught up in our own problems at home
that we forget our position in the world.

UNIVERSITY CARILLON
United Methodist Church
1600 East McCulloch Road
Oviedo, Florida 32765
Phone: 407-359-2112
Web Site: www.ucumc.net

Reaching Up to Christ and
Out to Each Other
Worship Services
Saturday 6:00 PM
Sunday 8:15, 9:30 & 11:00 PM
UCF Wesley College Ministry
Tuesday Night Worship 7:00 PM
followed by a
Coffee House with homemade desserts!
www.ucfwesley.org or407-359-2112, x160
Loe

Unfortunately, it usually takes disastrous
events like those of Sept. 11 to remind us
that no matter how different we are from
each other, there is a common bond that
we all share as modern day Americ~s.
What good are standards .if you can't
live up to them? It's time we exceed ours.
That standard that was set for us many
years ago under a hailstorm of exploding
rockets and cannon fire. We set a standard for our nation to become the land of
the free. That means free to pursue happiness, free to speak our minds and free to
choose or spiritual outlets. True freedom
is only accomplished when you're willing to put everything you have on the line
in the name of liberty and goodwill. We
have reached a new era in the life of the
world's oldest democracy, and it should
be one of tolerance. We must begin to
expand our horizons as we are thrust into
this new age. Let us continue our role as
a leader of international freedom, not
international bigotry.

Cf) ivlf~,n

Relevant
Real
Relational

~-

.
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Relevant • Real • l?etol/onot

"CONNECTING OUR COMMUNITY
TO CHRIST & ONE ANOTHER"
Multi Media Video Presentation * Relevant
Messages * Contemporary Music
Creative Drama * Casual Dress

Meeting at ... ·
Lawton Chiles
Middle School
3225 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo
www .riverruncc.org
8:30 & 10:20 am Free Sunday Cafe
(Krispy Kreme donuts, bagels, fruit)

9:15 & 11:00 am Worship

I

00<! Blvdcrr
University
CarillonUMC

McCulloch Rd •
University Blvd
Colonial Drive

St. Isaac Jogues Catholic Church
4301 S. Chickasaw Trail
Orlando, Florida 32829
Christmas Masses/Misas de Navidad

MICHAEL ANDRIANO, PASTOR

407-977-LIFE (5433)
Ministry Offices located at ...
181 W. Broadway St. Oviedo, FL 32765

St. Luq,'s Lutfieran
Cliurm antfScfioo{

w.

2021
State !l(paa 426
ovietfo, :Fwrilfa32765

Cliurcli Office Pfwn£: ·

t

TIO. LUTIRRAN CRUii.CB-

MISSOURI SYNOD

407-365-3408

Parish Advent Penance Service
Servicio Penitencial de Adviento
Monday, Dec. 17 at 7:00 p.m.

{Locate/ on State 9Wai 426 {~) 6etWeen Afitcfte[[
:Jiamtn(Jcfc aruf Cliapman !/Wtllfs]

Christmas Eve. Monday, Dec. 24

'Worsliio
... SmJia Seftduk

4 p.m. Children, 7 p.m. English,
9 p. m. Spanish, Midnight-multicultural

Christmas Day. Tuesday. Dec. 25

Preachers ·are
community,
, church leaders
, FROM PMiEA-13

posed to carry out?
A preacher is a leader not or,ily
in the church. but also in the community. His personal and public
life need to reflect the message
that he teaches. I( you believe in
the Bible enough to preach it, you
need to make sure you agree with
the book ip its entirety.
I'm sure there are thousands
of
homosexuals
who
are
Christians and attend church every
week. I'm glad they s~are the love
and joy of the same God as I.
However, they do not need to be
taking leadership positions in the
church.

C~e:jj~in 1$a.l

Suocise Elemen1ary
From Alafaya Trial or Woodbury Road bad soutll to Golfway Blvd. Turn left and go to Ille
end or Goltw1y Blvd. Make a rigltt and loop around Lone Palm Drivt, then turn right on
Lone l'llm Road. Yot1 will ae Smuise Elementary on the rlcht.

Triumphant Living
An.Qin~Se~
~pet Music
Car~ Group,$;

Youth Ministry
Drama Depaftlnent
Come worship, and celebrate the Lord Jesus Chrut with us in au anointed
service. Alife giving church where the Spirit of the Lord is available to meet
your needs.

Service Times:
Sunday Mornings: Youth Bible Study (9:00 a.m.)
Adult Spiritual Development Se.1Siou (9:00 a.m.)
Suaday Morning Services (10:00 a.m.)

Tuesday Nlght:

Prayer & Bible Study {7:00 p.m.)
Youth (Bible Study, Peer Sessions, Choir,
Dance, a11d Drama- 7:00 p.m.)
Singles Ministry {7:00 p. m.)

Tbu.rsday Night:

Choir Rehearsal (6:30 p.m.)

For prayer or more iafonnatioo Cllll (407) 282-3310 or write us at:
Triumphant living, Inc. P. 0. Box 780358 Orlando, Fl.32878-0358

Email tnli\'e'l1'bellsou!h.nct

WooJ8ut}t

-

fl't&)B~tetian

etlutcll

tjoJ'o cfove in dctiott

1501 Woodbury Road
(l/2 mile East of Alafaya,
1/2 mile south of East Colonial)
Informal Worship .. Sundays 8:15 a.m ..
Praise and Worship - Sundays 10:45 a.m.

Suntfag: 8:00, 9:30anti11:00 ~
Montfag: 7:00 <.PM
Muft 'Lfucation Cfasses: 9:30antf11:00 ~

8 a.m., 10 a.~ English, 12:30 Spanish

New Year's Eve. Monday. Dec. 31
7 p. m. Bi - Lingual

New Years Day. Jan. 1

cftifi{ren ~ Suntfag Scfwo{: 9:30 .9IM

Visit our website:
www.stlukes-oviedo.org

8 a.m., 10 a.m. English, 12:30 Spanish
We are located between the Greenway and Goldenrod Road,
1-1/2 miles S. of Curry Ford Road and Chickasaw Trail

"We proclaim Jesus Chrtst so that all may know
God and grow In faith toward Him
and In love toward one another."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 p.m.
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.com

l
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AS low as $4 an issue! 407-365-7656 (classifieds@UCFfuture.com)

THE central florida

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

FUTURE

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

Oassification$
100 HELP WANml
200FOR SALE
250 AllTOM011JIE
300 FoR RENT
350 ROOMMATES

400 SERVICES
500 ON CAMPUS
550EVENTS
600M1sc
650 TRAVEL

IJ HELP WANTED
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Calico Jack's Restaurant is now hiring bartenders, shockers & servers. Located on the
comer of Colonial Drive and Alafaya in the
Albertsons shopping plaza. Apply in person.

$$ WANT SOME $$
AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER
407-896-4095
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.

~ddress

~ 120 Alexandria B1'7d, Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

DRUMMER WANTED
To back female singer/songwriter/guitarist for
pop/rock/alternative originaJ music. Already
have CD's & gigs. Call 407-474-1621.
Valet Parking - Posit.ions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscaJe hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.
PT/FT Opportunity • Primerica Financial
Services, a subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs. Call Kevin @
1-866-208-3263.

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average
$7-22/hr. Call 407-897-1146.

Have fun at work! Make money!
Looking for energetic, motivated individuals
to help w/expansion in Orlando area. Call
today! Call Lauren 321-277-2070.

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

Noon on Friday prior to publication

Payment Meth~ds
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a Good Classified Ad
1. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the
merchanclise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include the price of the item{s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not include a price.

$$ EARN CASH $$$
Capitol Market Research needs UCF
student opinions for major marketing
firms. Compensated $15-$140 CASH for
completing online surveys! Please visit
www.opinions4money.com

ti]

ml AUTOMOTIVE
1996 Suzuki Sidekick
70k, auto, A/C, Runs great $4,995
407-366-8611 or 407-592-7992

Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$100. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

approved credit
• Stop in today for best selection

debut

•

Hertz Car Sales
Bob Schwarz
( 407) 273-6820

Release Date:
December 15, 2001

7128 E. Colonial Dr, Orlando 32807

Pre-Order Now!,/

1992 Honda Civic DX

1-310-777-4200

4 dr, 5 sp, A/C, FM/AM/CD $3,995
407-366-8611 407-592-7992

www.JefSpeedRecords.com

Dorm CVI. All utilities, local phone, cable.
Immediate move in. Will pay 1st month +
reservation fee. Maria 407-227-4476/
407-677-8499

..

One bed/bath available in 313. 3rd floor,
lake view, furnished, huge closets.
$500/mth. Includes utilities, cable and
ethernet. Available Dec. Call 407-313-0761.
Spacious l bed/bath apt. Lease ends March
2002 at Waterside Apts. $545/mth. Great
amenities and perks! Close to UCF. Call
Stacey at 407-679-1896.

Ceramic tiled floor, full washer/dryer,
excellent appliances, close to UCF, on
pond/pool/jacuzzi , alarm, screened porch,
avail in Dec. $795/month lst/last/dep
407-256-5805.
Room for Rent (4/2 apt.) fully furnished
$430/month includes utilities and ethernet
will pay move in fee and January rent call
(407) 926-2972.
One bed/bath available in 3/3. 3rd floor, lake
view, furnished, huge closets. $500/month.
Includes utilitites, cable and ethemet.
Available Dec. CaJJ 407-313-0761 or
321-945-7903.

Room for Rerit - Casselberry on 436/Howell
Branch Rd. Nice condo next to beautiful lake.
$350.00 per month includes utilities . CaJI 407672-0109 after 4:00 pm. Non-smoker, please.

ROOMMATE REFERRALS
Florida's Oldest/Largest Rmt. Service
All Areas, All Prices; All Screened
Call Susie 407-581-2267
roommatesfl@aol.com
"Let us find your ideal roommate"

ROOMMATE WANTED
To share 3 bedroom house, 5 miles from
UCF, $390/mo. Includes utilities & cable.
Available now. Call Sandra 407-977-1051.

Room for rent starting in January. Pay no
move-in fees! Save $450. 4/2 for $420/month.
Pool/gym/etc, less tban 1 mile from UCF
JP 407-926-2979 or 954-675-4486

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
- 2 bd/2 ba Apt., UCF Area, non-smoking.
Pool, roman bathtub, fireplace & valuted
ceilings. $430/month plus 1/2 utilities. Call
Melissa 407-678-7312.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT
$560/month Alafaya/Research Pkwy
Pool, gym, laundry, quiet, pets OK
Free cable, water at Arbour Apts
(407) 381-9584 Darren

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female preferred to share 2 BD/1 BA house,
central heat and air, cable in the room, 2 acre
lot~ neighborhood, $300 covers all Call

1 bedroom for rent in fully furnished 4/2, just
walking distance from UCF. Lowest rem
around $395 per month, includes utilities and
ethemet. Female only. Please call Arny at
407-971-4984.

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size st.ill in
plastic. Must sell $85. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.

.,.

~-568-1015.

Room.mate wanted to share 3 bedroom house
located 10 minutes from UCF campus.
$400.00 month includes utilities and cable.
Call Tyler 407-657-9265.

[I
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SERVICES

Free Picture Offer - Model Tests
407-210:2002 x 1102 or
glamourpix@onebox.com
http://www.portfolios.com/stefan
Photography by Stefan

l,OOO's of laptops starting at $499.
All of our computers are backed by 90
day warrantee and tech support. 14-day
money back guarantee. Call 1-800-805-0062
or visit www.collegelaptops.net

JAKE TESSLER SELF DEFENSE
Private Lessons in your home or other location. $15/hour. Call for appointment,
407-222-3736.
FUN GROUP- Kayak Trips Avail.
7 days/wk, 6-20 people/every 7th person
FREE! Day/Night & Overnight.
Experienced/Friendly guides.

earnings. 407-671-1267.
Growing national sales & marketing company
seeks individuals with a positive attitude
& great people skills for Orlando expansion.
For an exciting career opportunity
Call 407-896-5446

Classes/Instructions. Call 407-834-4040.

Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocaJs. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com

Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

(Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five Lines, 30 characters per line.
$1 each additional line).

HOME FOR RENT

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN.
Need one serious student to run your own
business on your own schedule. Significant

MARKET RESEARCH SPECIALIST
ENERGETIC MARKETING
RESEARCHER, CONVENTION INDUSTRY, FLEXIBLE PART-TIME HOURS, CAR
A MUST, $100.00 WEEK. CONTACT NANCY (949) 587-2727.

$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

Lg 3 BD & studio/ 2 bath/2 car garage
near UCF, VCC & Waterford Lakes Plaza.
New carpet & paint; many extras.
Easy access to 408 & 417. $1,250/month
407-929-1571or407-359-6509.

FOR RENT:
3bd/2ba house for rent. I 0 min. from UCF.
Fenced backyard, jacuzzi, alarm, sprrinkler
system. $1,200/month. 407-876-5541.

emoR: sotes@Jetspeedrecords.com
bucsgifts.com
save-save-save
clothing, travel, accessories, sporting goods,
desk items and much more!
Go to bucsgifts.com or e-mail
bucsgifts@aol.com

'Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad

ROOM FOR RENT

The advantages of buying
a used car from Hertz

•NO MONEYDOWNwith

CD-Album

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:

212 CONDO FOR RENT

• We sell late model high-quality
cars, SUV's, and lllinivans
• All carefully maintained
• No dealer fee
• Competitive financing available

JetSpeed
Records

classifieds@IJCFfuture.com

Bed/bath available in 3/2 house. Minutes from
UCF. Includes all utilities, phone, cable,
ethemet. Available immediately. Non-smoker
please. $400/mo. Brian 407-971-9602

ROOM FOR RENT
I bd/ba at Boardwalk Apts. Must be male.
Includes cable, ethemet, phone & all utilities.
$460, Call 321-754-1315.

S&F VIDEO, BUY. SELL.TRADE.
NES, SNES, SEGA & Playstation.
We pay cash! 2211-D E. Colonial
(Behind Wendys) 407-894-1044
BRING IN AD FOR 10% D~SCOUNT

407-365-7656

Bolding:

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale, Include information such as
brand names, color and other sPecific descriptions.

FOR SALE

Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407~365-9866.
Female model needed for reference poses
for 3-D figure creati.on. $75.00 for approx.
one hour of time. Call for details: John
407-673-7840.

How to Place an Ad

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115 , King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

Up To $12,000 OFF
Hurry - Limited Time Offer!

Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
WE BUY USED CELL PHONES
Nokias, Motorollas, AT&T and Cingular.
Call us at 407-352-0880.

DEERWOOD
A Manufactured Home CommunilV

2 Spaltlling Pools
Clubhouse
RecreanonalAreas

HOME MANICURES
Much cheaper than Professional Salons
Will come to your home
$15 FULL SERVICE Manicure & Pedicure
Call Isobella at 407-380-9184.
Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.
GRADUATING?
Congratulations! Don't enter the job
market w/o a customized resume to get
your foot in the door. Choose from basic to
advanced from $25. Contact Sheree at
407-332-5301.

Save Money on Calls

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)
( 407) 281 -6029

4 cents to USA/Puerto Rico
Dial I 0-15-335 then I +Area code+ number
At prompt dial 226173. (On 1st call only) 10
minute min. For more info. dial
l -888~209-4079.

,·
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Why rent a Tuxedo
that costs 8100 for aone time use

BRAND NEW DESIGNER TUX SUITS
$150 - Microfiber Polyester
$250 - Fine Worsted Wool
All accessories from $5

Call (407) 370-2989 and ask for Jamie
E-mail: BridalArai@aol.com

We will e-mail you sample pictures
of our merchandise
Bridal Arai, Inc. at Bay Hill Plaza 7641 Turkey Lake Road
Orlando, Fl. 32819 •Off of 14 at exit 29, Sand Lake Road.

Resumes - Professionally Prepared;
Quick Turnaround; Affordable.
(407) 41.5-7081 for appt.

•

FILM SCORING SERVICES OFFERED
A respected commercial music producer in
Tampa Bay area is offering.prof. film scoring services to any film students. Call
Jeremy D. Silverman at 813-928-4590.

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
- Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 years
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

moNCAMPUS
UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/
Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155

,

UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING- Every Monday Night 5:15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
B ulemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

m1J

• Consolidate Bills
• Lower Interest Rates
• Creditors Off Your Back

SELL YOUR OLD RECORDS, CD'S,
DVD'S, TAPES & MEMORABILIA
ATTHE2002

ORLANDO
MUSIC COLLECTOR'S
CONVENTION
SAT - SUN, FEB 9 - 10
DOWNTOWN EXPO CENTRE

RESERVE DEALER TABLES
BY NOV. 30 & SAVE 40%
STYLUS SHOWS 301-570-5524

Reserve Online
www.record-shows.com

m!m

Put more money in your pocket each month.
1

al to.day or a
f"

Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbrealcs.co.uk

ial Hel Ce ters

(800) 566-CASH
A division of Consumer Credit Assistance, Inc. A 501 c3 Non-Profit organization. Member of the Better Business Bureau. Member Association of
Independent Consumer Credit Counseling agencies. IS0-9000 Certified.

Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/ Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonation.com

EC SU IAT O

s

Misc

ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construction Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the
month. 5 pm ENG. II 181.

Serving Florida Families since 1989.

mI!J

TRAVEL

# 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now
hiring Campus Reps 1-800-234-7007
endlesssumrnertours.com
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Happy Holidays!
The Future returns on Jan. 9

Intro Class and Practice Exam

Get your message across in our

Spring Back to School Issue!

•

We unconditionally guarantee
that if you do not achieve
your desired score on your
first try we will work with
you until you do!

I ·800-881 ·LIAT
'

Call 407-365-t656 for display
or classified information.
Ask about our early reservation special!

.com

EDM Communications, Inc.

unlimited nights & weekends.
or life·.
Sign up for the AT&T Digital Advantage
$39.99 monthly plan and get:
nationwide long distance included
unlimited night &weekend minutes
and 400 anytime minutes

UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

@&JDD 407-282-5850

All for as long as you remain on the same.plan.
Anytime minutes, night &weekend minutes, and
nationwide long distance apply to calls placed
from your Home Calling Area.(Florida)
1

Plus waived $35 activation fee
and $80 cash back
Two-year agreement required.

Nokia 5165 suggested retail price
mail-in service rebate
final cost

$79.99
$80.00
$00.00

Nokia 3360 suggested retail price
mail-in service rebate
final cost

$99.99
$80.00
$19.00

Sales tax applies to suggested retail price.

...

•

© 2001 AT&T Wireless, All rights reserved. Requires new activation on a qualified AT&T Wireless calling plan, credit approval, activation fee, on or two-year agreement, a cancellation fee and a Digital multi-network
phone, Night & Weekend Minutes and Nationwide Long Distance promotions available as long as you remain on the same eligible AT&T Wireless rate plan selected at activation. Benefits terminate upon cancellation
or involuntary suspension of service or migration to another rate plan, including migration to another price point. May not be available for purchase or use in all areas. Phone availability and price may vary at AT&T
Wireless Authorized Dealer locations. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included and promotional minutes cannot be carried over to any
other month. Roaming, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and taxes apply. Subject to General Terms and Conditions and calling plan brochure. May Not be available with other offers.
$80 Mail-in Service Rebate: Only available with signed two-year service agreement. One rebate per activation on a qualifying AT&T Wireless calling plan $29.99 monthly or above. Must be on AT&T Wireless
service for at least 30 days and when rebate is processed. See rebate coupon for full details. Not available if you received a service credit at activation. Expires 01/26/02. Night and Weekend Minutes Promotion:
Available on calls placed from your Home Calling Area. Applicable long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 8:00 p.m. to 6:6:59 a.m. Monday- Friday; and Friday 8:00 p.m. through Monday 6:59
a.m. Offer valid through 01/2602 unless terminated earlier. Nationwide Long Distance Promotion: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Calling Area to anywhere in the U.S.
Standard airtime charges apply. Offer valid through 01/26/02 unless terminated earlier. $35 Waived Activation Fee: Only available with signed two-year service agreement. You will be charged $35 activation fee if
signed two-year contract not received within 60 days of activation. Expires 01/26/02. Forbes Ranking: Source: Forbes, September 17, 2001.
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And the winner is
)

e e e

The Central Florida Future
hands out its annual
postseason football awards

>

DAVID MARSTERS

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Fun in the MAC: A
comical look at
the next five years
of UCF football

STAFF WRITER

It wasn't the best season in UCF football history, but it wasn't
the worst. The Golden Knights fielded one of the most talented teams
to ever play· at the school, but that talent didn't always translate into
wins. In the end, UCF basically beat all the teams it should have, and
lost to all the teams it should have (each category had one exception
- UCF was favored to beat Utah State and was an underdog to UAB).
No more, no less. A 6-5 record didn't get the Golden Knights to a
bowl and didn'treally accomplish the goals set forth by the players
and coaches at the beginning of the season. There were bright spots,
like joining a conference, finishing 17th in the nation in total defense
and the emergence of Alex Haynes and Rashad Jeanty. And there
were areas of disappointment, like a lot of dropped passes and some
missed opportunities against _big-name teams. What can be
taken from this season is that the Golden Knights
showed great potential for the future. When the
plethora of young players who saw action this
season enter next year stronger, faster and more
experienced, there could be a Mid-American
Conference Championship and the school's first
bowl bid on its way. But until then, here are some
of the best (and worst) performances and memories
from the 200 I season.

••

•

•
•

Most Valuable Player: Josh McKibben

•

The UCF defense had its best season in the history of the school,
finishing 17th in the nation in total defense - and that all started with
Mc.Kibben. The senior defensive tackle shared ...---------.
captaincy of the team with three other players,
but it was he who was the true leader. The
Golden Knight players always followed
McKibben's lead, and he always led them in the
right direction. McKibben, a three-year
starter, was a outstanding player, an emotional leader, a mentor and even a father
figure to some UCF players. In his final
season, he finished fourth on the team
McKibben
with 82 tackles and second with 12 tackles for lost yardage and five sacks. And
in typical fashion, McKibben closed out the season by making
something happen, sacking Louisiana-Lafayette quarterback
Matt Lane on the final play of his career. It was a fitting on-the-field
tribute to one of the best defensive players in Golden Knight history.

"

..
•

•
ADAM SHIVER

I CFF

•

Offensive Player of the Year: Ryan Schneider
No single player had the kind of season that Tyson Hinshaw did

•

•

•

PLEASE SEE

Just like
old times
UCF's Marvelous
Washington and Erin
Paige have played
together since childhood

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

It all started at age eight.
Marvelous Washington went
on vacation and her AAU coach
brought Erin Paige in to "replace
her," as Washington put it. Well,
Washington did not want to be
replaced .
'They told 'Marv' she'd better hurry up and get back here and

come to practice because they got
this new girl and she came back
and shut me down," Paige said.
About 12 years later, they are
the two leading scorers on the
UCF women's basketball team.
Paige averages 13 points a game,
while Washington averages 12.5.
They are second and third on the
team in assists, and Paige leads the
team in rebounds with 7.8.
Injuries have limited the time

UCF ON B-9

the duo has spent on the court
together since they got to UCF in
1999. Washington redshirted in
1999 after she tore her acbilles
tendon in the preseason. Last season,
Washington
remained
healthy, while Paige missed 14 .
games. She missed three games
due to bursitis and 11 games after
she ruptured her posterior cruciate
PLEASE SEE

Paige ON B-5

Welcome to the MAC.
UCF football joins the MidAmerican Conference next season,
ending the school's days as an
independent. The Golden Knights
will finally have the opportunity to
play for a trophy, and winning the
MAC's Eastern Division would
guarantee UCF its first-ever bowl
bid. Every game will now count
for something other than just
pride, and Golden Knight fans will
find out what it means to "scoreboard watch." UCF signed a fiveyear contract with the conference,
giving it plenty of time to grow
into a top MAC program. The
Golden Knights al!"eady have the
talent to compete favorably, but
time will tell as to whether or not
that talent can handle the physical
play and cold weather that most
MAC teams have to offer.
What is in store? Who knows.
But things will definitely be much
different than during the past six
seasons. Here is a humorous look
at what could happen in the next
five years. (The dates and opponents are made up because UCF's
schedules for the next five years
are still up in the air.)

Sept. 2002:
UCF plays its first-ever
Division I-A conference home
game, but only 17,000 fans show
up. Most have to be reminded
what "MAC" stands for, and even
then, still don't understand
because it doesn't involve Florida
or
Florida
State.
Local
McDonald's restaurants soon recognize the great potential of a
MAC/Big Mac cross promotion at
UCF home games, and offer free
Big Macs to those in attendance
for . every Golden Knight touchdown. UCF draws the largest
crowds in the history of the school
until the Knights score 70 points
against Eastern Michigan and
McDonald's cancels the promotion due to lost revenue .

Oct. 2002:
UCF goes on the road to
Buffalo, and 17 players get
hypothermia during the first half,
including ·starting quarterback
Ryan Schneider. Not pleased with
PLEASE SEE Joining ON B-3
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T1REP OF PRIVIN~ TO THE
'ITRIH &OWL?

Women's

Hoops

Did you know...
... 93% of Division 1A Universities have on-campus
stadiums for football and other sports?
... Stadiums generate revenue that is used by all scholastic
and athletic departments?
... A student fee increase of only $100.00 per year would
build a state of the art facifity on UCF's campus?
... You are missing one of the great social activities
of college fife?

Are you interested in leaving UCF a legacy of
your attendance and graduation?

KRISTY SHONKA

If you are interested in improving the social experience,
athletic education, training and competition Jevels of UCF
please send a note of support to

STAFF WRITER

Knights top the Gamecocks
Five UCF players hit double figures in scoring as the Golden Knights beat up Jacksonville
State 85-65. The Golden Knights have now won
three games in a row for the first time since Gail
Striegler took over as head coach in 1999.
Junior Erin Paige led all scorers with 15
points, while senior Lanetra Cooks added 14.
The Golden Knights led 43-22 at the half after
holding the Gamecocks scoreless the last five
minutes and 28 seconds of the half.
UCF's lead got as high as 25 points in the
second half before a JSU run cut it to 13 with
6:02 left in the game. The Golden Knights
responded and maintained a lead of at least 20
for the final two minutes.
Striegler said she will be happy when UCF
does not allow teams to come back at all.
"I 'think the thing that worries me is that we
seem to keep letting teams back in at least
tonight and the last couple of games we'v~ been
able to stop them," she said. "We did the same
thing against Colgate when they mad.e their run
- we stopped it. But, I expect us to be able to
extend the lead."
The Golden Knights only shot 54.5 percent
from the free throw line and turned the ball over
21 times. Striegler attributed the Gamecocks'
comeback to these two elements.
"I expect them to play the same way no
matter who they're playing," Striegler said. "To
go out against Kansas and hit 82 percent (from
the free throw line) and to come in here tonight
and hit (54.5 percent) is ridiculous. They need to
be able to play at the same level every night."

Balance is key
Striegler said before the season began that
the Golden Knights needed to have a balanced
attack. So far, she has gotten was she has asked
for.
As of Saturday, UCF had three players
averaging in double figures. Paige leads the
team with 13 points a game, sophomore
Marvelous Washington is not far behind with
12.5 and freshman Ali Roberts scores 11.2
points a game. Junior point guard Jessica Scala
is close to becoming the fourth Golden Knight
in double figures. She averages 9.7 points a
game.
Saturday's game was evident of this balance, with five Golden Knights reaching double
figures. Joining Paige and Cooks in double digits were Roberts with 12 and Scala and
Washington with 11 apiece.
Roberts nearly missed a double-double with
nine rebounds ·and both Scala and Paige dished
out six assists. Four Golden Knights had more
than one steal and everyone who played grabbed
at least one rebound.
"We're a very unselfish team," Striegler
said. "They do a great job, sometimes I get mad
at them because they want to make too many
passes, but I think the chemistry is definitely
getting better. They're doing a good job of distributing it around and I think everyone is filling
their role very nicely."

c

bigguydan_98@yahoo.com.
I will make sure that UCF hears your voice!
Ad sponsored by Alumni for Athletic Education and Facilities.
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Ca·ncun •••.• $499
Jamaica •••• $499
Europe .•... $785
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Sophomore point guard Molly McGriff is sharing time
with senior Yvette Ash as the backup to starter
Jessica Scala this year.

BOOK NOW
Prices include airfare, accommodation and other features. Other destinations
available. Space is limited. Call for details. Restrictions a Iv.

Dunson checks out
Sophomore Nicole Dunson did not dress for
Saturday's game due to right shoulder pain.
Dunson struggled at the end of last season with
pain in the same shoulder and had surgery in the
off-season to alleviate the pain. She goes to the
doctor this week.

,'!!

Cooks heats up
Cooks has scored in double figures in two
of the last three games. She scored 10 against
Colgate and had 14 against JSU. She was held
to two points in the first game of the season and
held scoreless in the second.
She finished the season last year second on
the team in scoring with 9 .1 points a game. Prior
to Saturday's game, she was only averaging 4.8
points a game.

Come out and

JOIN

UCF's Dungeon Dwellers
Ch~er on

your Golden
Knights Basketball team as
aDungeon Dweller, and
score aFREET-Shirt and
FREE Big Daddy's Pizza
before the games!

Conference rankings
UCF ranks:. third in scoring offense
(72.2) ... second in free throw percentage
(.734) ... tied for second in field goal percentage
( .444) ... third in ' three-point percentage
(.379) ... tied for first in rebounding defense
(33.2) ... first in rebounding margin (+8.8) ... second in assists (13.80) ... third in assist/turnover
ratio (.62).

For information on joining

Up ahead

gert@mail.uif.edu

The ,Golden Knights play seven games
between now and Jan. 9, including three conference games. UCF travels to Stetson on Jan. 3,
Jacksonville on Jan. 5 and Florida Atlantic· on
Jan.9.
In non-conference action, the Golden
Knights play at Florida State on Dec. 9 and at
North Texas on Dec. 17 before coming home to
host the UCF Holiday Classic. In the Classic,
UCF will play Texas A&M-Corpus Christie on
Dec. 21 and Ole Miss on Dec. 22.

the Dungeon Dwellers,
contact Gert Garman at:

The next home game

is Sat, Dec. 8!

407-823-6398

In the mood tor Pizza?
(407) 658-816 D(2443)

First time buyers receive a
$7.99 large pina with
UNLIMITED toppin~gs.*
·ixuums llOUBH PORTIO~S, DELIVERY ,RmRICTIONS Al'PlY

3050 Alafoya Traif
Oviedo, fl 32765

•

•
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" Joip.ing MAC moves UCF football into unchartered territory
FROM PAGE

course, the Golden Knight$ get invited to
their first-ever bowl game. It just so happens, however, that their opponent is
scheduled to be Conference USA champion South Florida. USF Coach Jim Leavitt
once again refuses to play UCF, citing a
wave of the plague among his players.

B-1

his options at backup quarterback, UCF
Coach Mike Kruczek, who played in the
cold at Boston College and with the
· Pittsburgh Steelers, dons a uniform in the
second half and leads the Golden Knights
to a comeback victory. Buffalo's coaching
staff suspects something fishy, but
Kruczek swears in his postgame press conference that Schneider just miraculously
grew biceps and got a tan during halftime.

Sept. 2005:

.Nov. 2002: ·
Marshall, hurt by the defection of
quarterback Byron Leftwich to the
NFL and no recognizable form of
defense, gets upset 35-31 by UCF. The
state of West ·Virginia declares war on
Florida, because it has nothing better to do.
Marshall fans are distracted, however, by
the full sets of teeth possessed by Orlandoarea women, and a crisis is avoided. In typichl inconsistent UCF fashion, however,
the Golden Knights lose to cellar-dweller
Ball State and are ridiculed publicly by
David Letterman for losing to his alma
mater. The loss costs UCF a chance at
going to the MAC Championship game
and the Golden Knights miss out on a bowl
game despite an 8-4 record.

0

Oct: 2003:
UCF players travel to Akron, Ohio
and proceed to break dance on the Akron
logo in the Rubber Bowl to make up for the
Zips breakdown on UCF's logo at the

Citrus Bowl in 2001.
Akron players are furious, but
the extra motivation doesn't help
because they just aren't that good. UCF
waltzes its way into the end zone a number
of times and wins its third-consecutive
game in what is becoming known as the
"John Travolta" rivalry. Akron vows to
learn how to disco for the 2004 game.

game when a
deranged Marshall
alumnus tries to bomb the
Citrus Bowl. The bomb, of course, doesn't
work because making a bomb involves the
use of advanced sciences, but it does force
MAC Commissioner Rick Chryst to cancel
the remainder of the conference schedule.

Nov. 2004:

Nov. 2003:
The Golden Knights continue their
dominance of Marshall, but once again fail
to make the conference championship

Senior running back Alex Haynes
breaks every UCF and MAC single-season
rushing record, leading UCF to its first
MAC Championship. By virtue of this, of

The Golden Knights continue to play
in front of small crowds, because UCF
students and Orlando residents fail to see
the importance of home games against
Kent State and Ohio University. Kruczek
attempts to get a bill through the Florida
legislature requiring UCF students to
attend home games. For the first time, UCF
becomes an activist campus, and there are
school-wide protests in opposition to the
bill. The protesters, led by the Greek organizations, hold that going to UCF games
"isn't very cool," and "wearing black and
gold would make us all look the same." ·
The bill fails, but the Greeks still all look
the same and continue to watch the Gators
on TV.

Dec. 2006:
UCF goes undefeated, wins the MAC
and wins the Motor City Bowl, but is shut
out of the BCS rankings. Golden Knight
fans, notorious for complaining about what
they have but not actually donating any
money to improve the situation, demand
the school move into a bigger conference.
UCF returns to being an independent, and
the whole process begins again.

~~
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Come In and Fill
Up With Our

'
•

PORK

•

BUSTER
DEAL

•

•

'l1

2 liter of

SPECIALS

Coke or

Pepsi

BuD, Bu•

LITE,
tllCHELOB, ICE
HOUSE, COORS LITE
12pk Bottles or cans • with coupon

$7.29
' "lal

894

BEER
6pk 72pk

Heineken
Corona
Michelob
6uiness
Zima
6rolsch

SMIRllOFF

ICE
6pk Bottles • with coupon

$5.9_2

One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
•Coleslaw
• Collard Greens
•Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

•
•

BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT
20pk Bottles or cans • with coupon

•
g

i:Jnd a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea

•

•

Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats

·conway's BBQ Express

•

7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594

Marlboro
Virginia Slims
Parliament
Camel
Newport

$2.79 I
$2.79 I
$2.79 I
$2.79 I
$2.79 I

pack
pack
pack
pack
pack

$5.99 $10.99
$5.99 $10.99
$4.69 $8.49.
$6.39
$5.99
$6.39
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Top 10 Reasons to Eat at Wacka oo's

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Ups and downs
Thursday night, Jacksonville fell victim to the Golden Knights'
revenge for their last-second loss to Hampton.
The Dolphins took a one-point lead with 13 seconds left in the
game, but UCF called timeout to set up a final shot. That final shot
turned into three shots, the final being Joey Graham's put-back with
less than one second left to give UCF a 73-72 win.
"I saw Josh (Bodden) fading away on his shot and I thought
'he's going to miss it,' so I just went in and followed the rebound,"
Graham said. "Coach was telling me from the sideline, 'go get the
offensive rebound.' It was short so I just tipped it in."
Ray Abellard took the inbounds pass, dribbled to the baseline
and took a shot, which hit the rim and fell into Josh Bodden's hands.
As Bodden was falling he threw up a shot that Graham tipped in.
"It felt great," Graham said. ''The crowd out there was great
and I feel that we're going to have a lot more out there because of
this victory."
UCF led by nine points with 7:16 left in the game, but a sixminute scoring drought gave Jacksonville a 70-67 lead with under
two minutes to play. That is when Jason Thornton came in and hit
two shots in less than a minute to put UCF up 71-70 with 33 seconds left. A dunk by Ryan Lewis put the Dolphins up by one and the
Golden Knights called timeout, setting up Graham's shot.
The end of this game was looking like the end of the Hampton
game, which UCF lost on a last second three-pointer by Hampton,
and Graham said the team did not want a repeat performance.
"As we were coming out we were saying, 'Not again, not
again,' so we came out and fought it through," Graham said.
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw looked at the positives of the game.
"It's something that we can build on," he said. "There's a lot of
similarities to this ball game and the Hampton game and yet we had
a different result. So that's positive, that we can struggle and not
play well and yet find a way to get things done in the end."
. Paul Reed led UCF in scoring with 20 points. Ray Abellard had
13 points on 4-5 shooting from the three-point line and Stephen
Graham added 12. Joey Graham led the team with nine rebounds.
Saturday's game was a different story, however.
UCF was outscored 49-30 in the second half and turned the ball
over 25 times en route to a 78-66 loss to Florida Atlantic. The
Golden Knights had a 12-point lead early in the second half but
another scoring drought, this time for five minutes 50 seconds,
allowed FAU to tie the score at 54.
Once FAU took .the lead, UCF only managed to take it back
one time and three three-pointers by Jeff Cowans in the final three
minutes put the Owls up_ for good.
Reed again led the team, scoring 18 points and grabbing 17
rebounds. Al Miller added 14 points and six assists, while Bodden
had 13 points and 10 rebounds.
UCF falls to 3-2 overall .and 1-1 in Atlantic Sun action for the
season.

10. No Microwaves, No Heatlamps
9. Full Service with Personali
8. Fat Ass Burgers &Beers
7. Sports on the 816 Screen
6. Open 'til Midnight
5. Breakfast 830 - 1030 am M-F
~--

4.
3.

fresh food, made to order. .
'
(tnjJ}'~ ~l
May take longer but ALWAYS tastes better. fJrt or~~
Pho~e 282-1900 • Fax282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union

t ''

Dotson injured -: again
After being in the Jacksonville game for just two minutes in the
first half, junior forward Ed Dotson was laid out on the court in
pain. He had heard a pop in his left shin, where he previously had a
stress fracture. When he was helped off the court, he put no pressure
PLEASE SEE
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Dotson ON B-7
Junior forward
Ed Dotson said
he "heard
something pop"
when we went
down with an
injury against
Jacksonville.
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Just like any fraternity or sorority, Army ROTC offers
teamworkt camaraderie and friendship. Plus, you'll

get to do

chal renging stuff like this thaf 11 help prep you for the real

world. Stop by the Army ROTC department. We won't rush you.

ARMY R01C

Unlike any other college course you can take.

Undergraduate and Graduate Scholarships Available
For'Information Call Major Nick Coddington (407) 823-5383
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Paige and Washington are 1-2 scoring punch for women's basketball team
FROM PAGE

..
..
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ligament. This year, Washington
struggled in the preseason with
swelling in her joints, but says she
is fine now.
Both have now rebounded
from their ailments, using different
motivation for rehab.
"I hated my knee brace," Paige
said. "That gave me the motivation
and I knew that Marv would be
back. I knew that we also had people returning and also the freshmen,
who were going to be good, and if I
slipped that'd be my spot."
Said Washington: "It was
tough. The hardest part is actually
trying to do something and not
being able to do that anymore. It
was just really tough, but I'm past
that now. Last year was my rebuilding year and I think I'm over the
achilles injury now."
Fast · forward to present day
and no signs of injuries are evident.
Both Washington and Paige love to
run the floor and with the addition
of Jessica Scala, a true point guard
who sees the court well, the duo has
left Coach Gail Striegler no choice
but to put them on the court together.
"It's fun, because we know
where each other is all the time on
the court and with the addition of
Jess, it's the type of ball that we like
to play- run up and down the floor,

slash, dish to the big men," Paige
said.
Washington agreed.
"Yeah, it's fun. Me and Erin
have been running up and down the
court for many years now and having Jess, Yvette (Ash) ahd Molly
(McGriff) pushing 1t as well, we
have fun out there," she said.
''That's the biggest thing."
Washington and Paige both
play the small forward position and
Washington began the season coming off the bench. Paige had a
strong
preseason, - whereas
Washington struggled. That all
changed with the season began.
Washington came off the bench in
the season-opener to score 14
points, second on the team to freshman Ali Roberts' 16. She has since
scored in double figures in five out
of the Golden Knights six games,
the most double-digit games of any
UCFplayer.
Paige has started all six games,
while Washington has now started
in three.
At the beginning of the season,
Striegler was looking for someone
to take over the leadership role and Paige and Washington seem to
have responded to that challenge.
"I would-have to say that both
of them have probably stepped up
to be the leaders, as far as the vocal
leaders of the game go," Striegler
said. "I pretty much got onto them

JOE KALEITA I
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UCF junior guard Marvelous Washington didn't begin the year as a starter,
but has·worked her way into the starting lineup with better-than-expected
play early in the season.
after our first game in San Juan
because I didn't think that they
stepped up and did the things that
they can do. Whether they like it or
not, they're the two the people on
the team look up to and they listen
to .
"I thought they both did a good
job when we were in San Juan and
a good job tonight of taking the role
of that and pulling the team together when they needed it and saying
'Hey, we're going to get the job
done.'"
Washington and Paige have
certainly been getting the job done
this season. Washington averaged

12 points a game in San Juan, landing her on the All-: Tournament
Team. Her effort in Puerto Rico
also earned her the first Atlantic
Sun Player of the Week award for
this season. Through Nov. 30, Paige
was leading the conference in
offensive rebounds (4.2) and fifth in
overall rebounds (8.4). Washington
was third in the conference in field
goal percentage (.595).
Washington and Paige did not
sign with UCF together. Paige said
she knew she wanted ·to stay in
Florida and she signed early with
the Golden Knights. Washington
was not as sure, but after she nar-

JOE KALEITA I
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Junior forward Erin Paige overcame
a number of injuries last season and
is 'now leading UCF in scoring.
rowed her choices, Paige said she
started to bug her about coming to
UCF.
In the end, Washington decided on UCF and it looks like the
Golden Knights have their leaders
for the next two years.
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Join your friends at: Applebee's®
for NFL Ticket:·Every Sui.day!
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SNOW BOARD PACKAGE

Board and binding
from

$389

SKI PACKAGE
Skis and bindings
from

$329

•

•

SKI AND SNOW BOARD
Tune Up Spedal
from

$2495

0...

~ NowinTWO
•

great locations!
Open 7 days a week

1415 N. Orange Ave.• (Across from Lake Ivanhoe)• 407-894-5012
Fashion Square Mall• 407-447-SKIS
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Western Division

Eastern Division

Northern Illinois
(9-2, 6-2 MAC)*

Marshall
(10-2 overaH, 8-2 MA()**

Scoring Offense: 34.9 points/game
Scoring Defense: 25.5 points/game
Total Offense: 444.4 yards/game
Total Defense: 321.8/game

Scoring Offense: 37 .3 points/game
Scoring Defense: 25. 7 points/game
Total Offense: 505.0 yards/game
Total Defense: 416.4 yards/game

Northern Illinois

Miami (Ohio)
(7-5, 6-2)

(6-5, 4-3)
Scoring Offense: 27.5 points/game
Scoring Defense: 26.5 points/game
Total Offense: 340.5 yards/game
Total Defense: 385.5 yards/game

ANDRE BEAUCAGE I

CFF

Scoring Offense: 26.6 points/game
Scoring Defense: 25. 8 points/game
Total Offense: 399.5 yards/game
Total Defense: 350.2 yards/game

UCF quarterback Ryan S~hneider and the rest of the Golden Kni~hts will try to ~in the
Mid-American Conference title next year and earn the school's first-ever bowl bid.

It's MAC time!

Ball State

(5-6, 4-3)
Scoring Offense: 24.4 points/game
Scoring Defense: 26.9 points/game
Total Offense: 342.2 yards/game
· Total Defense: 362.8 yards/game

Bowling Green

(8-3, 5-3)

Kent State

UCF football joins the Mid-American
Conference in 2002, ending its status as a
Divsion I-A independent. Next year, the
Golden Knights will compete in the MAC's
Eastern Division, and have a chance to go
the Motor City Bowl or the GMAC Bowl.
Here is a look at the competition.

(6-5, 5-3)
Scoring Offense: 22.5 points/game
Scoring Defense: 25.5 points/game
Total Offense: 362.3 yards/game
Total Defense: 395.0 yards/game

Akron
(4-7, 4-4)

Scoring Offense: 30.3 points/game
Scoring Defense: 19.5 points/game
Total Offense: 383.l yards/game
Total Defense: 319.5 yards/game

Scoring Offense: 25.5 points/gqme
Scoring Defense: 32.7 points/game
Total Offense: 374.7 yards/game
Total Defense: 470.5 yards/game

Western Michigan

Buffalo
(3-8, 1-7)

(5-6, 4-4)
Scoring Offense: 25.2 points/game
Scoring Defense: 24.2 points/game
Total Offense: 357.7 yards/game
Total Defense: 366.3 yards/game

Toledo Coach Tom Amstutz and running back Chester
Taylor celebrate after winning the 2001 MAC
Championship game.

Marshall quarterback Byron
Leftwich was the MAC Player of ,
the Year in 2001, setting a
conference record for most yards
of total offense in a season.

Scoring Offense: 18.6 points/game
Scoring Defense: 26.0 points/game
Total Offense: 316.4 yards/game
Total Defense: 357.4 yards/game

I Ohio

Central Michigan
(3-8, 2-6)

I

Scoring Offense: 22.8 points/game
Scoring Defense: 31.5 points/game
Total Offense: 379.5 yards/game
Total Defense: 439.6 yards/game

(

(1-10, 1-7)

Scoring Offense: 18.0 points/game
Scoring Defense: 29 .4 points/game
Total Offense: 314.5 yards/game
Total Defense: 444.6 yards/game

Eastern Michigan
(2-9, 1-6)

UCF

Scoring Offense: 17 .9 points/game
S_goring Defense: 32.4 points/game
Total Offense: 300.8 yards/game
Total Defense: 375.7 yards/game

*MAC Champions

I t~n!-~!!!!~:1~8.~5~~n~~~/g:!~

Akron kicker Zoe Derr was a
· semi·ftna6st for the Lou Groza
Award this year.
Toledo fans celebrate on the field offer tlie - ·· Rockets upset Marshall 41-36 last week in the
conference championship game.

Scoring Defense: . pomts game
Total Offense: 408.8 .yards/game
Total Defense: 397.4 yards/game

**MAC Runner·Up

•.
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·Dotson injured,· Simms leaves Golden Knights
FROM PAGE B-4
on his left leg. H~ was t~en to the hospital
for X-rays and his condition was unknown
f£
after the game.

accidentally poked him in the eye during
preseason practice. The transfer from
Centenary had been averaging nine points
and five rebounds in 15.3 minutes a game.

frac~~ts~n :e:~suan~e:a~o: ~:::e:~ Simms leaves team
stitches after teammate Beronti Simms

the team for personal reasons. He averaged
5.5 points and 4.1 rebounds a game last
year, but hadn't played in any regular season games this year.

Busy Knights

Senior forward Beronti Simms has left

The Golden Knights have eight games

from now until the first day of classes on
Jan. 7. Five of these games are against conference opponents. UCF will travel to
Jacksonville State on Dec. 17 and Sarnford
on Dec. 19. At home, the Knights will play

Stetso~ on Jan. 2, Campbell on Jan. 5 and
Georgia State on Jan. 7 ·

.

FEATURING O.J L-GA11
FREE DRINK FOR THE FIRST 100 (,UESTS/

cz.

'Z'''L.
5l006./ELL5
5100OLIO11/YO OLIO L/6h'TORl1FT5.
-Nerve
..l . -.7-z.7~L
~'- 111..7/
/J;L/7...7
c
. .
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J1126 EAST

COtONIAl DRM (NEXT TO AlBfRTSONS)
(401) 249 2~26 .
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UCF falls to FIU in NCAA Tournament ·
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

We had a great year.
We just couldn't
quite execute
(against FIU)

GAINESVILLE - The UCF volleyball team
lost 3-0 (28-30, 21-30, 25-30) to Florida
International in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament last Thursday in the Stephen
O'Connell Center at the University of
Florida.
The match was UCF's first in the NCAA
Tournament in four years. With the loss,
UCF's season ended with a 21-7 record.
"This is the first NCAA appearance by
this program since I've taken over," said
UCF Coach Meg Colado. "It was a great
accomplishment. We had a great year. We
just couldn't quite execute tonight."
"FIU played a great match," senior Piper
Morgan said. " [Nirvana] Kos played very.
well."
Kos, a junior All-Sun Belt selection, was
the focus of UCF's game plan.
"Nirvana Kos had a great match, and our_
game plan was to stop Nirvana, or at least

-Meg Colado
UCF WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL COACH

slow her down a little bit," Colado said.
"She played a fantastic match like we
thought she would."
Kos hit .581 in that match and had a
game-high 19 kills. Leyre Santaella Sante
led UCF in kills with ten and had nine digs.
Sophomore Jenny Frank was the only
Golden Knight to post a double-double,
recording 32 assist and 14 digs, both game
highs. Tanya Jarvis had nine kills. Morgan
and junior Cassy Kerner ~ach had seven
kills. Senior Shelly Driggers hi~ a team high

.250.
The Golden Knights hit just .152 and
committed twelve service errors in the
match. FIU (24-7) hit .281.
"We hit a lot of balls out of bounds, and
that didn't help," Colado said. "We were hitting negative by the end of game two. I
thought our passing was pretty solid most of
the night, we had a little bit of difficulty
against Nirvana, but otherwise I think our
passing was pretty good. We have to raise
our kill efficiency and we also have to work
on our blocking and defense~'
Going into the match, UCF was ranked
10th in the South Region by the American
Volleyball Coaches Association. FIU was
ranked sixth. The Golden Knights would
have had to play top-seeded Florida with a
win over FIU. Florida beat FIU 3-0 in the
second round of the tournament.
Despite losing in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament, UCF had its best season since Colado became coach in 1999.
The Golden Knights were conference cham-

pions for the first time since 1997. They
were nationally ranked and had over 20
wins for the first time since 1997. Also,
UCF's four all-conference players were the
most since 1995.
The Golden Knights lose four seniors to
graduation this year, including Morgan, a
three-time all-conference first teamer.
However, Colado is confident that the team
can replace Morgan and possibly be even
better next year.
"We have a redshirt freshman, Sara Judy,
who had surgery this summer, she will be
eligible to play this spring," Colado said
abqut replacing Morgan. "We have been
rehabbing her and she will join us this
spring. We have another player, Amanda
Stoutjesdyk, and one current signee who
plays on a good club team in Indiana [Erin
DeBoy]. We might get one more middle
(blocker) in, but we think we're pretty good
in the middle.
"Next year... we want to be in the same
spot," Colado added.

{

l

Logon on to

www.ucffuture.com
for the 2001 UCF Golden Knights football statistics
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9900 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, FL 32837
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www.tropicaJford.com

New and Used Uehicles till
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on behalf of all the staff at Tropical Ford._
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· UCF football showed great potential but missed a lot of opportunities in 2001
FROM PAGE

B-1

last year, but Schneider's worth to the team
was evident every time he was out of the
game. The , sophomore
quarterback
missed
time in a number of
games due to injuries,
and each time, backup
quarterback
Brian
Miller was almost completely incapable of
moving the offense. In
home games against
Liberty, Akron and
Schneider
Louisiana-Lafayette,
Schneider played only
the first half, leading UCF to a total of 123
points. In the second halves of those games,
the Knights produced a combined 28 points
with Miller at quarterback. Schneider completed 204 of his 357 pass attempts this year,
throwing for 2,923 yards and 17 touchdowns. He now ranks fourth on UCF's alltime passing yardage and completions list,
_and fifth in passing attempts and touchdown
passes. In two years, all those records may
be his.

Defensive Player
of the Year:
Tito Rodriguez
Despite missing
most of the Tulane
game as a result of a
suspension for missing
practice, Rodriguez led

•

the UCF defense with 142 tackles this year,
the fourth-highest single-season total in
school history. The senior middle linebacker was a candidate for the Butkus
Award, and finished in the top 10 in the
nation in total tackles and tackles per game.
He led the Golden Knights in tackles six
times this year, and reached double-digits in
tackles eight times. In the last two years,
Rodriguez made 263 tackles, the most over
a two-year span for a UCF player. He fjnished his career with 320 tackles, good
enough for sixth-best in school history. Of
all the players UCF loses on defense this
year, Rodriguez may be the most difficult to
replace.

Special Teams Players of the Year:
Atari Bigby and Ivery Gaskins
Though he didn't play as much as he
had hoped at wide rece~ver, Gaskins
became a valuable tackler on UCF's kickoff
rettirn unit. Gaskins totaled nine tackles on
special teams this year, making a tackle in
six different games. Bigby was seemingly
everywhere on special teams, from blocking on kickoff returns to making bonecrushing hits on kick coverage units. Bigby
received several "Big Stick" nominations
this year for hits he made on special teams.
The "Big Stick" award is given weekly to
the UCF player who has the best hit .in the
previous week's game.

Most Improved Player: Thad Ward
Rodriguez

Ward, a senior wide receiver, entered
the 2001. season with seven career recep-

tions. Since corning to UCF in 1999, he had Snyder. The senior blew out his knee in the
been moved around from receiver to cor- first game of last season, but returned to the
nerback and then back to receiver. He had team this year as the unquestioned starter at
seen his most significant playing time on strong safety. Snyder finished the year with
special teams, recover36 tackles, four tackles for lost yardage,
ing two blocked punts
five pass deflections, one fumble recovery
for touchdowns. But he
and one forced fumble.
had never gotten much
of a chance to make a
contribution
on
If he
hadn't
offense. This year,
missed three games
however, Ward was
, because of a hip injury,
one of UCF's top passHaynes might ha-ve
catchers, starting a
been the Offensive
number of games in the
Ward Player of the Year. The
slot receiver position. ~
redshirt freshman won
He finished second on
the starting running
the team with 43 receptions this year, gainback job at the begining 446 yards, including a 78-yard touchning of the season, and
down catch against Akron - the only offenhad the best year of any
Haynes
sive touchdown of his career. He also
Golden Knight tailback
served as UCF's .emergency third-string
since Marquette Smith in 1995. For the searunning back for much of the season, as
son, Haynes had 140 carries for 690 yards,
starter Alex Haynes missed three games due
both highs for a UCF player since Mike
to injury and third-stringer Corey Baker
Kruczek took over as head coach in 1998.
was suspended near the end of the year for
Haynes scored nine rushing touchdowns,
academic problems.
the eighth-highest total in school history,
and his four 100-yard rushing games were
Comebac~
the fifth-most by a Golqen Knight in a sin- .
gle season. He gained over 100 yards
against Syracuse, Tulane, Utah State and
Akron. If Haynes stays healthy next season,
While he didn't
he could have one the best offensive seahave a dominant year
sons in school history, and is poised to
at the strong safety
eventually gain the title of "best running
position, playing at all
back to play at UCF."
this season was an
PLEASE SEE Bigby ON B-10
accomplishment for
Synder

Rookie of the Year: Alex Haynes

Player
of the Year:
Albert Snyder

p\\S we11ness ce11~

A division of UCF Student Health Services
..........
(407) 823-5841 wellness@mail.ucf.edu Trailer 617, moving to
'~

UCF R1craauon 1nd Wellness Center
Grand Open11u

January 4·11, 2002
Stress Management:

The CHAMP: Comprehensive Health Assessment and Motivation Program
Accept the CHAMP challenge and gain a new admiration of yourself!
Lifestyle Choices Evaluation
Fitness Testing, including blood pressure and body fat measurements
•
•
Cholesterol, HDL, LHL, Triglyceride, and Hemoglobin screening

•
•
•

StressBuddies are Peer Consultants you can talk to ...
Biofeedback can help you control your physical responses to stress.
Licensed Massage Therapy offers a very relaxing hour at great rates.

Fitness Consultants:

Goal Planning with a certified Wellness Peer Consultant

Nutrition Services: Registered Dietitians and Nutritic>n Peer Consultants

Plan a strength or aerobic program with a personal trainer.
Coming soon: TliFIT computerized assessment system and
Roboflex exoskeletal athletic training system

Weight management without dieting, eating disorder assistance
Anemia, diabetes, ulcers. constipation
Sports nutrition, food supplements, herbal products

Resource Library: info on health issues facing college students
Group workshops, AA, campus events, CPR training, Tobacco Quit Kits

•
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Bigby, Poe, Capers and Huggins poised for a breakout in·2002
FROM PAGE

B-9

Players Poised for a
Breakout in 2002: Atari
Bigby, Tavaris Capers,
Luther Huggins, Antoine
Poe
Bigby, a redshirt freshman,
backed up Albert Snyder at the
strong safety position and made
as many tackles as Snyder (36) in
considerably less playing time.
In his only start of the season, he
made 12 tackles against Tulane
in what UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek called "the best performance by one of our safeties this
year." Poe, a sophomore outside
linebacker, missed fi.ve games
because of various injuries, but
when he was healthy, he showed
signs of being the dominant linebacker who was once recruited
by Florida State. Poe's great
speed will allow him to terrorize
opposing quarterbacks next year
on the blitz, and effectively cover
any receiver or tight end in nickel and dime packages. Capers
and Huggins, both redshirt freshman wide receivers, are the
future of the UCF passing game.
Capers had 11 receptions for 162
yards and one touchdown this
year, and Huggins caught six
balls for 112 yards, including a
52-yard touchdown against
Arkansas. Both will see considerable playing time next season
and should provide valuable
weapons for quarterback Ryan
Schneider.

Best Individual Offensive
Performance of the Year:
Alex Haynes vs. Tulane
Haynes dominated Tulane's
defense on Sept. 22, carrying the
ball 25 times for 148 and a
school-record four touchdowns,
including the game-winner with
less than two minutes to play. It
was highest rushing total by ~
UCF player since Marquette
Smith gained 175 yards against
Mame on Nov. 18, 1995. Other
performances worth a nomination in the category include
senior wide receiver Tavirus
Davis' eight catch, 117-yard. and
one touchdown game against
Utah State, and sophomore quarterback Ryan Schneider's 273yard, three touchdown first-half
performance against Akron.

Best Individual Defensive
Performance of the Year:
Tito Rodriguez vs.
Arkansas
Rodriguez's 23 tackles
against Arkansas tied the school
record for most tackles in a single game. Rodriguez was all over
the field that day, and was one of
the few UCF players who actually got his hands on Arkansas running back Fred Talley. Other performances worth a nomination in
this category include senior free
safety Ricot Joseph's 18 tackles
against Syracuse and junior
defensive end Elton Patterson's

14 tackles against UAB. Patterson
also made five tackles for lost
yardage, had two sacks and forced
a fumble that was recovered for a
touchdown.

Biggest Surprise of the
Year: The solid play by
freshmen on defense
With eight seniors starting on
defense at the beginning of the
year, it didn't look like UCF would
need much help from its younger
defensive players this season. But a
rash of forced a lot of true or redshirt freshman to make significant
contributions on the defensive side
of the ball. The season's final depth
chart lists seven true or redshirt
freshman as backups on defense,
and one, defensive end Rashad
Jeanty, as a starter. Jeanty was the
star of the group, finishing eighth
on the team with 55 tackles. He had
eight tackles for lost yardage, four
sacks, four pass deflections and 15
quarterback hurries. A number of
young linebackers, including redshirt freshman Gerren Bray and
true freshman Savarris Brown and
Stanford Rhule saw a good amount
of playing time because of injuries
to starters. Those three combined
for 47 tackles this year, a number
that could double next year.
Defensive tackle Mike Lynche
became a backup when Thomas
Andrews was lost for the season
with a knee injury, and showed
great potential in making 24 tackles, including eight for lost
yardage. And backup safeties Atari
Bigby and Peter Sands gave UCF
fans a look at what will become the
best free safety-strong safety duo in
school history, combining for 59
tackles, one interception and· four
pass deflections.

Best Coaching Move of the
Year: The defensive plan
against Clemson
UCF defensive coordinator
Gene Chizik's plan to stop
Clemson's high-powered offense
in the 2001 season opener was
nothing short of brilliant. UCF
held Clemson quarterback · and
Reisman
Trophy
candidate
Woodrow Dantzler to 200 total
yards, his third-lowest total of the
season. Only North Carolina (116)
and Maryland (183) held Dantzler
to fewer total yards, and both of
those teams will be playing in
high-profile bowl games this year.
Dantzler finished the year with
over 2,000 passing yards and
1,000 rushing yards. The Tiger.s
scored 21 points against Chizik's
defense, and managed only two
offensive touchdowns. Only
North Carolina, South Carolina
and Maryland held Clemson to
fewer points this season.

Worst Coaching Move of
the Year: Not running
more in the second half
against Utah State
Yes, UCF was down 17-0 'in
the first quarter, a deficit that
requires some quick scores, but
the Golden Knights trailed only
17-14 at halftime. Running back
Alex Haynes had his way with the
Utah State defense when given the
opportunity, but had only 18 carries in the game. When an injured
starting
quarterback
Ryan
Schneider had the leave the game
for a series in the third quarter,
Haynes almost single-handedly
took the ball the length of the
field. But once UCF got in the red
zone, it went back to the pass.

Backup quarterback Brian Miller
was sacked and threw a number of
incomplete passes, and the
Golden Knights had to se~le for a
field goal. Had UCF just ran the
ball more in the second half,
Haynes would have likely gained
200 yards on the ground and the
Golden Knights would have been
able to control the clock. Instead,
Utah State was able to hold on
beat UCF 30-27.

Best Game of the
Year: Akron
Most people were hoping this
category would include a bigname opponent like "Clemson" or
"Syracuse," but the Golden
Knights were unable to duplicate
the Alabama upset of a year ago.
Instead, this year's best game
came against a future MidAmerican Conference opponent Akron. Before the game, Akron's
players danced on the UCF logo at
midfield in the Citrus Bowl, and
the Golden Knights didn't take
too kindly to that, scoring 50 firsthalf points en route to a 57-17
blowout victory. UCF had a season-high 405 passing yards, and
outgained the Zips 537-341 overall. It was sweet revenge for the
Golden Knights, who had lost 3524 at Akron last year. Be sure to
pay attention to this series - with
UCF now in the MAC, this could
develop into a heated rivalry.

tude early in the game, falling
behind 17-0 in the first quarter.
But the Knights fought back, and
trailed only 17-14 at halftime. It
was at that point that UCF should
have began to dominate a team it
was clearly better than, but that
never happened. The Golden
Knights had plenty of chances to
win, even taking the lead at one
point, but two fourth-quarter
turnovers killed any hopes of a
comeback victory. The loss effecti vely ended any hopes UCF had
of making a bowl game this year.

(

Play of the Year: The Hail
Mary against Syracuse

l

With only a few seconds left
in the first half against Syracuse,
UCF trailed 7-3 and had almost no
momentum. Just a few seconds
later, that all changed. UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek put backup quarterback Brian Miller, who has a
better arm than starter Ryan
Schneider in the game to launch a
last-ditch Hail Mary pass at the
end of the half. Miller let fly with
a pass that went at least 50 yards
in the air, and junior wide receiver Doug Gabriel cut in front of a
number of waiting Syracuse
defenders, caught the ball and ran
into the end zone for a touchdown. The 57-yard play put UCF
up 10-7 and gave the Golden
Knights considerable momentum
going into the locker room at halftime.

Worst Game of the
Year: Utah State

Quote of the Year:

The 30-27 loss to Utah State
was just embarrassing. The
Golden Knights had no business
losing to a team that South Florida
absolutely crushed. UCF struggled with the long trip and the alti-

"If you could measure it in
inches, we're a centimeter away,"
-Senior wide receiver Tavirus
Davis, explaining early in the season how close the UCF offense
was to getting back on track.

I.
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Student Government Senate Allocations
11/1/01 to 11130/01

Bill#

Senate Working Fund
~

OAF0031

.

Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

OAF0033 Lambda Alpha Epsilson
OAF0034 Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
SB34-01
SB34-02

Amount

Purpose

Organization Name

SGA
Roller Hockey Club

$1,000.00
$1,000.00.

Aeroplane parts
Criminal Justice Career Fair

$1,000.00
$10,000.00

Electric Plane
Safe Ride
Practice time

$6,000.00

Total

Senate Workin2 Fund

,

$19,000.00 .

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0069
A0070
A0071
A0072

The elements
AECT (Ass for Educ Communication.& Technol
Water Ski Team
Florida Engineering Society

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00

Office supplies
Office supplies
Office supplies
Office supplies

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$600.00

C & 0-Travel
R34-09
R34-1 Q
R34-15
SB33-8 l

Phi Sigma Pi
Mohannned Atjf
BilliardS Club
Nat'l St Speech Language Hearing Assn

Nat'l Fraternity Convention, 11/9-11/1l/O1
INFORMS 2001 conf., 11/5-1117/01
ACUI recreational tournament
Conference, 11114-11/18/01

Total

· 11130101

C & 0 - Travel

Your Club's R~2istration Status must be·updated before you can use your fundin2

$681.86
$355.00
$720.00
$2,810.00
$4,566.86
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Curved Balls wins Rec baseball finals
JULIE REEVES
STAFF WRITER

•

Curved Balls took advantage of some timely
early hitting and consistent pitching to put a stop to
Yes Sir's playoff run and win the Recreational Finals.
Curved Balls got things started in the bottom of the
first when Oscar Diaz drove home Tim Roach on a
two-run home run. The Curved Balls' defense got to
take a break in the top of the second, as pitcher Matt
McCarthy struck out the side, ringing up Mike Colin,
Jay Stuckey and Davi Sherwin in order. With two outs
in the bottom of the second, Yes Sir starter Matt
Krzesinski walked Alex Barr and Roach, putting runners on first and second for Diaz. Diaz took advantage
of the situation, scoring both runners on a double to
left field to increase the lead to 4-0.
Yes Sir got on the board in the third, as Aaron
Hadelman singled and ultimately scored off of
Krzesinski's single to left field. Steve Anderson, who
was on board with a walk, attempted to reach third
while Hadelman was scoring, but got caught in a run
dowµ and was tagged out by second baseman Mike
Franqui to end the scoring threat. Yes Sir's defense
kept Curved Balls from scoring in the third after
Franqui was tagged out at secon~ base by the hidden
ball trick.
''They got me on the hidden ball trick," Franqui
said. ''I thought it was childish, but I got revenge with
my home run in the fifth."

•

•

•

Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!
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Sigma Chi tops Sigma Alpha Epsilon

tlsPORIS

Jason Binder's fourth-inning grand s~am broke
open a close game as Sigma Chi won its first-ever
Intramural Baseball Championship with a 13-0 victory over Sigma Alpha Epsilon in the Competitive

To get involved in Intramural
Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu!

i!ii

.

1figured
i.t out...

Baseball finals Thursday nigh~
Sigma Alpha Epsilon tried to get started early.
Adam· Wides led the game off with a bunt single,
adxanced to second on an error and got to third on a
wild pitch. However, SAE would fail to bring home
the run as starting pitcher Nick Stoner struck out two
in the inning to kill the rally. Nate Free singled home
Mike Romano in the bottom of the first to bring home
Sigma Chi's first run. One more run in the thifd gave
Sigma Chi a 2-0 lead, but the fourth inning proved to
be the difference.
Jay Johnston led off the inning with a full-count
walk, followed by a single by Glenn Lyle and an RBI
single by Jason Binder. Sal Decaria then reached on
a :fielder's choice. Ray Steffanelli flied out to the
shortstop to tally the second out of the inning. Mike
Romano walked on four pitches, and Nick Stoner's
double brought home Lyle and Decaria to run the
score to 5-0. 1bree more walks brought Jason Binder
to the plate, who smashed a 2-1 pitch over the center
field fence to make the score 12-0. Decaria then
walked, and Steffanelli d0ubled him home to close
out the scoring for the night. While SAE was able to
put base runners. on in each of the first five innings,
they failed to rattle any of the Sigma Chi pitchers.
Sigma Chi, who had been to the 1993 and 1997
finals but fell short on both occasions, was obviously
thrilled with the victory.
"I'd just like to thank the man upstairs," Romano
said. ''We played an all-around game and gave 110%.
It was' a total team effort... we got timely hitting, timely pitching, and great fielding. We were a better team
in the regular season than our record indicated. Our
team just started to gel in the playoffs. Tonight we
brought our "A" game and avenged our loss to them
in the regular season...now we're the kings of the diamond."

Recreation and Wellness Center
Grand Opening Week
January 4-fO
.

*Cardoiovascular Area
*Indoor Track
*40 ft Climbing Wall
*Indoor BasketballNolleybaH
Courts
*Planet Smoothie
*Aerobic and Fitness Classes

Oetttap Computers

under $200!

For Grand Opening Week Events
visit the intramural website at:

wwwJms orts.ucf.edu
For more information
please call 823 . .2408
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he holiday season is finally
here and everyone knows
what that means: it is time
to head to the mall and purchase
those gifts for all the special people
in your life. Some know exactly
what to buy, yet for those who need
a little gift idea assistance, here is a
list of this years dos and dont's when
giving gifts this holiday season.

For the girlfriend:
She'll be sure to love ...

•

She'll be sure to hate ...
An XBOX: just because you want
one, .doesn't mean she does.
Besides, if you get her one, what
will she get you?
'
Edible undies: fun, maybe ... ringing in the holiday spirit? She won't
think so.
Herbal Miracle Bust: love her for
who she is, not what you wish she'd
become with these pills.
Plants: flowers, for Valentine's Day,
yes. Plants, for any holiday, no.

A Build-A-Bear you made for her:

•

•

located in the Florida Mall, this
store allows you to build a teddy
bear from scratch
especially crafted to fit
your loved one. It can
even be personalized
with a special message
with your voice and
different bear outfits.
DVD box sets: "Sex in
the City" has both seasons on DVD, and
"Friends" has four best of volumes,
so she can enjoy episodes of the past
any day of . the week. Get her the
DVD player if she doesn't have it
already; remember, you'll be able to
use it, too ...
A portable CD player: an oldie but
a goody. She'll love the ability to
listen to her favorite tunes no
matter where she goes.

For the boyfriend:
He'll thank you for...
Video games/system: no
matter what age they are,
guys worship and adore
them. They will worship
and adore you when you
surprise them with one.

Lingerie

(for

•

•

He'll return your gift
if you get him ...
getting him this, it is his dad for a
father/s·on bonding moment, not you.
Unless you want the remainder of his
time to be focused on it, playing with
it, trying to cut everything in sight.
"Hey Babe, you can't get that
unwrapped? No big deal, I got it. .. "
Tickets to "The Nutcracker": rethink this one, especially if he is a
heavy sleeper, the loud snoring might
disturb the audience members
around you.
A Backstreet Boys CD: Enough
said
Socks and/or underwear: Really,
some gifts just need to be left to
mom.
A money clip: it is a nice thought,
him having so much money that he
needs a money clip, but it might be a
bit too old fashioned and something
your dad would rather have.

For your loving Mom:
She will adore ...
sits on mom's.desk with two or three
pictures in it of her family. Shen ever
has enough pictures of her most
prized possession-you!
A Gift Certificate to a spa: a day
any mother would love, complete
with relaxation, pampering and
catering to her every need.
Candles: simple yet special. Moms
always need to relax. Whether the
candles are lit or not lit, used as simple decor around the house or to create a soothing atmosphere at night
when she is reading .

· available in most department
stores, his and her bracelets
are the pure sign of devotion
and love, masculine for him,
dainty for her ... perfect.
A personalized CD: straight
from the heart. A compilation
of those songs that bring back
sweet memories and unforgettable laughs is a true oneof-a-kind gift.

UCF apparel: what better way to
show her pride than with something
that screams UCF Mom! Whether it
is a baseball cap, a T-shirt or even a
mug of some sort you have to admit,
moms love bragging about us.

A Swiss Army knife: if anyone is

A picture box: a precious box that

Matching his/her bracelets:

..

her):

something naughty on
you . for the holidays is
sure to put him in a good mood for
the next few days, especially when
you need him to go to Aunt Martha's
house for Christmas dinner.
A personalized CD: this goes for
just about ahyone. Remind him of
all those special moments you two
shared.

Cologne: this is as much a gift to
him as it is to you, but he likes to
smell good as much as you like him
to .

Nice pajamas: not only does mom
appreciate this, but also we all know
how much they thrive on comfort. A
nice warm set of pajamas is the right
way to go, especially if she has a
vacation coming up.
Emeril 's latest cookbook: Barn!
Everyone would have fun with this
cookbook, and it is perfect anytime
of the year, however especially useful
around the holidays, where mom can
impress everyone with her latest
recipes.

She will pretend to like:
A miniature garden: No mother is
going to want a garden that just
grows anywhere, especially somewhere in her living room.
A fruitcake: Face it, your mother
can make these things on her own.
Not to say she necessarily enjoys
them even then. Other than chocolate, you might want to stay away
from food products.
Hair dye: It does not matter if she
PLEASE SEE
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Call Anywhere in the VS An

Bad credit?
No credit?
Little or no deposit!

r----------.
FREE

~~1raJ~~,

Vibrating
Battery

500 whenever
minutes,
Unlimited
Weekends!!

~~~t?J!J~

I- - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
I
FREE:
I
• Leather case

• Car charger
•Earpiece·
• Home charger

(free nationwide
roaming and
long distance)

:

1
I

I A

Casselberry /Winter Park
Corner of 436
and 17-92

Orlando
Fashion Square Mall
Upstairs by JC Penney

Poinciana
859 Cypress Pkwy.
In the new Publix Plaza

Hunters Creek/Kissimmee
John Young &Town Ctr Blvd
Winn Dixie Plaza

Longwood/Altamonte
1/8 of a mile north of 436 on
434 in the Jamestown Plaza

407-830-8030

407-898-7080

.407·932·1331

407-447-1550

407-772-2022

tional restrictions may apply. Limited time offer. Offer subject to change without notice. See your VS Service Agreement for all other applicable terms and conditions. VoiceStream
is a registered trademark of the VoiceStream Wireless Corporation. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG.
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Free admission with this
ad or student ID
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FREE BEERANDCAl,l,DRINKS~MIDNIGHf
· Featuring Jose Cuervo, Jack Daniels, Smimoff, Ba~ley~ and Bud ~ght

$3 buvs anv cocktail, all>niuht
$2 lonunecks all night
.

20 East Central, Orlando• (407) 649-6496

•

www.icon-nightclub.com
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The Club

Thursdays

Tuesdays
Magic's Kingdom
"Urban College Night"

18+ Welcome $5 18+
Free with College !D ' s
$2. · Coronas and Heineken
$.2 Rum & Coke &
Gin and Juice
Renovated & Reinvented
Hours 10 PM I 3AM

578 N. ORANGE AVE.

Evolution
''Ladies Night''
18+ Welcome
Ladies no cover &.
Free drinks until 12pm
·
("
Guys 18+ $5
U $2.50 Bud and Bud Light
Hours 1OPM I 3AM
R·

HACK

WIN
~o

•no-.

MIC!iWJ UO!lf
A~~~JtTCKm

n'l~~ ~8 POMtsrlC ~ucms

Dart Tournament

Join 1he fun Wlfh our DJ
for oontem and priZM!

HAPPY HOUl PRICES
fur Players

~uri>ig al &II~

a!ldNFl.gallte!

18+ Welcome
$10
$2 Bud and Bud Light
Hours 1OPM I 3AM

t

•• e1&Mtte111
Thursday Nite Live
and

Live Music Saturday
1. Local ballds wery Thursday
a11d Sarurday 11ightl

FROM 9:00PM TILL MIPNIOfff

ROM 10PM TILL ZAM
'5.00 cover (cover starts at 9:00p111l

"PJ SPICE" at 10:00ptM

Friday Pool Tournament

llOUSf WINI, SMl£110ff ICE, ZIMA fr ZIMA ClflU!

Starts at 8:00p1tt

November 17th
The Club brings back
Saturday nights
Vl
like never seen before.

ve11• 11n WIMll

FeotbaD samnlay and Monday Night football Tuesday Kids Night Wednesday Guys & Dolls
NFL SUnday-licket
GUYS PRINK FREE: VOMESTIC PU.FT
Kids £at FR£E
t5 90MES11C PlfCtm
~5 WMESTIO Plro!IEIS
witfi fhe purchase of
FROM 10PM TILi. MIPNIGllT
t8 VOMESW Mlet<£1'S
otte adult etttree
~ ~4 POMtsnc PITCflW
POLLS PRINK FREE: POMESTIC VUFT,

=

Saturdays

•5.00 C<NU leaver starts at 9:00p111J

Starts at 8;00p1t1 • $5 mm m

CotMe it1 at1d
joit1 the fut1
Tuesday
lO:OOplM
AND
Friday Nights till l:OOa"'

KARAOKE!

LOCATED AT THE CORNfB OF

UNIVERSITY AND DEAi
401.611.1004

Confederate Railroad Fri., Nov. 30 - Tickets:· Only $15

Wed.
College Night
50¢ Drafts
$5 Sink or Swim
Ages 18 and up

Thurs.
Ladies Night
Ladies drink
FR EE
Wells and Drafts
9 pm -12 am

Fri.
Live Music
"Stampede"
$10 Buckets
Bud & Bud Light
All Night Lohg

,Wildside Top 40
Dance open
Live Music
Thurs, Fri & Sat.
"Stampede"
Show College ID
2 for 1
and pay NO
Bud & Bud Light
2 CLUBS
COVER.
Th£
All Night Long
Wildsid£: ilJop 40

Sat.

#.

iN 1

BARN: "livE

Music"
Music''

DANCE
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It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas. • •
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WR1TER
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et's face it, as much as we
say that the holidays are
about giving and coming
together for tolerance and forgiveness, we all know what
makes this particular holiday
such an important Iii.Umber on the
calendar.
Gifts make the world go
round, and as a consumer society
we are inundated each year with
new improved models of products that were new and improved
the previous year. The market is
constantly flooded with products
to buy for ourselves and for others, just as long as they are
bought, and in mass quantity.
We are used to commercials

and infomercials alike trying to
convince us that we should spend
our hard earned money on items
that are sure to free up our time
by getting out those pesky bathtub stains or easily making an
entire roast into 50 lbs. of jerky.
As much as we have to
choose from, there is always the
question of what to buy the ones
we love. So if the latest boy band
lunch box isn't right for Dad, or
the Superwiz car wash kit just
wouldn't float Granny's boat,
here are a few places to look for
something more appropriate.
Ebay.com: It's not just for
Star Trek fans and antique dealers anymore. This place has
everything. If it is not on ebay,
than it either doesn't actually
exist or it's illegal. As an exam-

ple, my father is a big fan of
World War II memorabilia and
every year I search this site to see
if I can find something that he
might get a kick out of. You are
sure to find whatever you need to
make sure your gift is better then
that tie and new pack of underwear that other people are giving.
WickedCoolStuff.com:
Know anyone cool who is really
hard to shop for? If so, this is the
web site for you. This site rocks!
It has anything and everything
you can think of in pop culture
and at pretty good prices as well.
Whether you need a G .I. Joe
lunchbox, a Green Lantern
sweater, an anime poster, or just
a good old Mr. T T-shirt, this is
the one stop shopping center.

They have a huge list of genres
to shop through to find hats,
shirts, accessories for self and
cars, toys and a whole bunch
more.
ThinkGeek.com: Geeks of
the world unite. Make sure you
go to this site before you make
out your holiday gift database.
This site is a great guy site,
technophile or not. If the guy you
are shopping for is a toy person
or if they love their computer so
much it seems as if they have an
allergy to sunlight, than make
haste to this electronic wonderland on the web. Find everything
from a watch with a laser to a
lighter that will light anywhere
and almost anything in-between.
GiftCertificates.com: If you
are faced with a person who is so

picky that anything they receive
is just not right, then this is your
destination. The name should say
it all, but for those who drank too
much eggnog I will spell it out.
This site allows you to purchase
gift certificates on the web that
can be redeemed at one of the
umpteen hundred stores that participate. You cannot go wrong
this year with clothes, restaurants, home supplies, movie theaters, book and music stores and
many others on the redeemable
list.
So if you are sick of being
just another gift on the pile, take
a little time and actually put
some thought into what you give
to someone. It will show how
much they mean to you, and that
is what it's all about in the end.

As long as it's from the heart, any gift Wi 11 do
will be on her top list of things
from anyone else.

FROM PAGE C-1
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said she would like it. Do not fall
for that unless you want to answer:
"Honey, you can really see gray?"
A #1 Mom charm: For all of you
whose mom already has one,
sorry, but it is a bit unoriginal. This
gift is fine ... if you're 12.
Cleaning products: Now, mom
does enough of this all year, it is
doubtful that some new detergent

For good 'ol Dad:
What he'll love...
A digital camera: the latest in
photography, Dad will love to play
with his new toy.
159-piece tool kit: includes all the
big and small tools for the everpopular·Mr. Fix-It.

Db..C 5-Db..C 11
~~IN~~· ~XAM ~~~K-----········:··-··· ....···-

·····----..

A DVD player and favorite
DVD: Dad loves being the one on
the block with the latest technology. DVDs are the future in home
movies, he'll love it.
UCF apparel: every parent loves
the cheesy "UCF Dad" shirts, they
offer more bragging rights.
A George Foreman Lean Mean
Grilling Machine: the newest
way to grill, perfect for Barbeque
Dads, especially if they are on a

diet or should be.
Tickets to a sporting event: combine quality time with his favorite
kid.and his favorite pastime.
Sporting equipment: whether it's
golf, baseball, bowling or working
out ... help Dad improve his skills.

What he'll return ...
BBQ skewers: been there, done
that. Dad is worth more!

A tie: face it people, those elementary years have passed. By now
Dad's tie collection is maxed out.
Underwear: way too personal,
leave that to Morn.
Grooming utensils: nose and ear
hair clippers, electric toothbrushes
and electric razors are things peopie buy for thems~lves.
Rogaine: the holiday spirit has
nothing to do with his shiny bald
head.

·---·--1

Knights Roundtable @ Beef O'Brady's>7-8p
j
FREE Yoga@SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
TWb. aJQb. f OQ 1Nf0Qtv1A TION Db.PQIVATION
City of Oviedo Christmas Tree Lighting @ Oviedo
~. . _
Chamber of Commerce FREE FOOD>5-7p
LAST DAY OF FINALS!!
Taming of the Shrew@Lowndes Shakespeare Ctr>?p' FREE Yoga@SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
·
Learn Tai Chi @Stone Soup Collective>6:30-7:30p
,

1

.. ___ .. --···· .....................~-----

Candlelight Processional@Epcot>5p, 6:45p & 8:15p .
4EVER KNIGHTS Holiday Toy Drive@SU>all day ·

1

-

,C_andlelight Processional @Epcot>5p, 6:45p & 8:15p
! i Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
,Nickelback @HOB>8p
i Swingerhead @ City Jazz>8p
; Group Facuity Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
I• • •
i Christmas In the Park@Ventral Park, Winter Park>6:15p i ~ I ___
~ ·--·. - - __
I"Mole's Homecoming: A Holiday Tail" @Mad Cow
ir _
__. . . .. . -· . .
. . .. .
Theater>7:30p
! IKarate Class @SU Key West 218C>7:30-9p
Thursday Night Blues & Jazz@SCC Concert Hall>7:30p ! "The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas" @Bob Carr>8p
j Candlelight Processional@Epcot>5p, 6:45p & 8: 15p
.... .. ..... _____
_ -·-·-..- __ .......
...·-·······-· ······ ... -· .i "Folk Art for the Holidays" @Jeanine Art Gallery>11 a
Harry C
-·c·-·k ,;;:@Bob Carr>Sp --- . . . ............. - ·- i~~~~~;:i: t~ ~:~:~!i;~~~~es Shakespeare Ctr>10:30a

I
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"Folk Art for the Holidays11 @Jeanine Art Gallery>11 a i i
1
' Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
·
Olympic Torch @Lake Eola>7p
i
Taming of the Shrew@Lowndes Shakespeare Ctr>8pJ
1 11Caffein~ Goes P-Nuts" @iMPACTE! Theatre>8p
!
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Night,

FREE beer
KntahtUgftts Co!lege
Nigh~ RftEE beer

Happy Holidays
from
The Skinny

~ -11 Red Apples w'

Matrix- College Nlgbt
The CIM~8Efmtone
Ladies Night; DJ Sand
Bar Odand0+ Kick Ass
College Night

Blue Romnil- $2 Wells
10-11p
B Seconds "'.Ladies Pree
H<tve a Nlce D!( - 5

cent ~er, 'buffet 7~9p

~~;~~ans~ $2 ~lfu ~:~~=s~~~ ~t ~~I
w

Roxy- Monday Night Fights
Oevaney*s ... Mortday NightFootball
Coors Ught$4 pitchers

Liquid CtUar - $2 Pitchers, $2 Cove
Buffalo Wild Wings- 26 cent wings
Tabu ~College Night

Jungle Jim's- 91centWefls49 cent
drafts
·

The Club@ Firestone- Urban
College Night, FREE w/College lD

TUb.!

For more specifi~ event information or to submit your own event v1s1t

The Best and Worst
in i!OOI .Cinema
DAVID TAYLOR

,
H

STAFF WRITER

ow will the year 2001
be remembered? As the
title of an influential
Stanley Kubrick film? Or will it
be the year that Michael
Jackson's face finally falls off?
Both of these and many more
will certainly be more memorable than the number of quality
films released in 2001.
By and large, this year in
movies was _pretty bad. So bad
in fact that yours truly had a difficult time picking out the few
gems in the poisonous mine
shaft that was the motion picture
industry
this
year.
Consequently, there were so
many bad movies that narrowing them down to make a worst
film list was also a chore.
Here are the top and bottom
four of 2001. There were only a
handful of really good movies,
and the descriptions for them
will be short. This is for two reasons: one because they need to
be seen not described and two it
is just so much more fun to complain than it is to praise. These
lists are solely based on the
films seen by this reviewer that
have been released so far this
year. Lord of the Rings may be
awesome, but since this our last
issue of the year, a review of
that film isn't possible.

The Best:
1) Memento - This .was
hands down the best movie of
the year. Memento possesses a
truly original plot that takes
everything about traditional storytelling and throws it out the
window. Guy Pearce (L.A.
Confidential) gives a great performance in this as a man more
forgetful than a drunk Strom
Thurmond. Also, Memento
proves you don't have to have a
$100 million
budget
to
make
a
decent film.
Independent
movies rule!
2) Shrek
-The Disney
monopoly
on animation is broken! Shrek is
the type of
movie
everyone
enjoys. Stuff
the kids will like, stuff the parents will like and stuff cynics
like myself will enjoy. Great
animation and voice acting contributes to this satirical look at
fairy tales.
3) The Score '" Edward
Norton, Robert De Nero and
Marlon Brando plan a heist.
Enough said. The movie may
not have been as cool without
such strong actors present, but
then again they were present so

who cares.
arts choreography. Aside from
the
fact that Frenchmen fighting
4) Snatch - This film has
this
way makes no sense whatbeen around for awhile, but was
soever,
the fight scenes are very
technically released in January
2001 so why not include it? This poorly done. The lighting is so
is Guy Ritchie's (now Mr. dark throughout the movie, the
Madonna's) follow-up to his hit viewer can't see anything. The
English crime-comedy Lock, Musketeer is what they used to
Stock, and Two Smoking describe on "Mystery Science
Barrels. It is similar to that film Theater 3000" as deep hurting,
in several ways, but is still a fun and the truth hurts.
2)
3000 Miles
to
ride and slightly superior to his
previous effort. Also, Brad Pitt Graceland - There are many
rocks in this movie.
reasons why this sucks, one
5) *61- True *61 is a made- being that any movie with
for cable movie, but it is still Kevin Costner in it post-JFK is
better than most of the stuff bound to bite the big one. 3000
released in the theaters this year. Miles to Graceland is no excepThe film is about Yankee team- tion; in fact, it is probably the
mates Roger Maris and Mickey worst yet. Costner plays the
Mantle competing to break the leader of a gang who plans to
home run record set by Babe knock over a casino during an
Ruth. The movie goes into the Elvis convention. What sounds
politics of baseball as well as like a possibly fun heist film
the personal lives of the players. turns out to be a dumb, violent,
There is nothing to complain badly written road movie. Not
about here, great ,___.,._ _-..,t,.........,.,..rwlU"7oiY-~,..., even the presence of the
man, the myth,
the
legend,
Kurt Russell,
Billy Crystal. It is
can save this
enjoyable even if
film. Russell
you aren't a baseprobably gives
ball fan. *61 is
the best perfordefinitely worth
mance out of
the rental price.
anyone here ..
That's not saying
much
1)
The
though considMusketeer - The
ering the other
prestigious Con
performers
Air Award of Overall Cinematic consist of people like David
Mediocrity goes to The Arquette and Jon Lovitz. The
Musketeer this year. This was so casino robbery happens in the
bad that it actually made me first 30 minutes which leaves
angry after seeing it; angry by the audience with about an hour
the fact I spent money to watch left of Russell's character hangthis steaming pile of crap. The ing around his_ girlfriend
movie is a retelling of "The (Courtney Cox) and Costner's ,
Three
Musketeers"
by character killing people at ranAlexander Dumas, albeit a very dom for no reason. I'm no
poor one. Instead of focusing on stranger to gratuitous violence,
the four characters from the but this was just idiotic. It
book,
The seemed that the director, a forMusketeer centers mer music video director, wantaround the character ed Costner to look evil. He
of D' Artagan who is made just him look like an idiot,
played by a no talent which was partially due to
"Dawson's Creek" Costner's acting. Even worse,
reject named Justin the Elvis theme that the movie
Chambers. He prob- . was so hyped up on had very litably thought this tle to do with the plot as a
movie was going to whole. The director employs
make him the next some of the worst music video
big
thing · in . techniques ever to come out of
Hollywood.
the MTV generation. This stuff
Anyway, there is so may work when shooting a
much to hate about video, but film is a different
this film is it unbe- medium. Leave the camera gimlievable.
The micks at home. The movie 3000
Musketeer is a tale of revenge Miles to Graceland is second
mixed with a little bit of only because The Musketeer
romance courtesy of Mena was so much worse. Also, 3000
Suvari (American Pie, looking Miles to Graceland could have
more doll-like than ever). The had potential, but that was
acting is also terrible. Even blown away by incompetent
good actors like Tim Roth are directing, bad writing and poor
given such idiotic lines that one casting decisions. Oh yeah, and
cannot help but cringe. The dia- let's blame Kevin Costner too,
logue sounds like it was written just because we can.
by a fifth grade English class.
3) Tomb Raider- Oh look
The big selling point for this
movie was the Chinese martial
PLEASE SEE C-5
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Check out our ADULT Class~!

*Hip Hop * Salsa * Tap
* Yoga *Jazz * Swing
* Latin * Ballet * Pointe

~~

aytime, ewning and weekend c:asses1

10% discount with college ID

WaterJori LaNJs 'Town Center
781 ')(. J.(ajaya 'l'rai{
Orlaalo, 'fl 32828 ·
www.gottadanceonline.com

{407) 380-6620
'
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3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666
( 3/4 mile North of UCF I Mc Culloch Rd, torward Oviedo }

Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladies & Gentlemen

Hyour nails set does not look natural, it's not right
We can fix it, guarantied. You'll be sastified

•

The Worst:

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!
*Get 50% off all services on or 84 your BirthDay*
(Some services required, call or see store for details)
(i){l)(J)(J)(J)(l)(i)(l)(OO)(i)(l)(OO)(i)(j)(OO)(OO)(l)(i)(i)(i)(l)(j)(OO)(l)(J)(OO)(j)(j)(J)(J)(OO)(l}(J)(j)(l)(i)(OO)(OO)(l)(I) .

$10.00 OFF EUROPEAN FACIAL
filrororo©

$ 5.00 OFF WHEN YOU BUY A FULL SET

(l)(O(l)(j)(l)(OO}(l)(j)(j)(I)

.

Exp. 11/30/2001

(j)(J)(l)(l)(l)(i)(l)(i)

(J)C)COOJ{l)(OO)(l)(OO}(l)(J)(l)

New York Style

Hong Kong Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT

~·

•Sushi
•Snow Crab Legs
• Fresh Vegetables
• Cocktail Shrimp
•Prime Rib
• And much much more
Located at Aloma Plaza
In the Old Walmart
10663 E. Colonial Dr.

(407) 482-0898

$3.95 lunch or $6.95 dinner buffet
with UCF ID.
Dine in only. Not valid with any other coupon.
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at Angelina Jolie's breasts! See
how they bounce? These two
lines sum up what the filmmakers behind Tomb Raider were trying to get out of the target male
audience. It would seem to me
that people would realize that
making a movie based on a video
game is a bad
idea. Did Super
Mario Brothers
teach us nothing?
On top of this, at
the
reins
of
directing
this
piece of cinematic trash
was
Simon
West. .. director
of Con Air! No!
Why does it
suck? Well, for
one the plot is
terrible just like
the other two
movies thus far on this list. It is
basically a Raiders of the Lost
Ark rip-off. You have the competing archeologists, the evil
group of fanatics and of course
the dangerous artifact. In this
case, it is a triangle that once
formed will give the one controlling it power over time. The
device was invented by an
ancient civilization back in the
day that separated it into two
pieces and hid them because it
was so dangerous. Why not just

destroy it? Well, then we would
not have· this wonderful movie.
The acting is not all that bad;
Jolie does a pretty good job.
However, her presence is so distracting that her abilities are hard
to appreciate. Plus, the plot is so
contrived it is not as if it really
matters. Jolie's breasts are just
abnormally pointy, so much so
that it is hilarious
to see her running
around. She is
obviously wearing
heavy
padding; the laws
of physics don't
seem to apply
themselves
to
that area of her
body.
Tomb
Raider is an inferior movie based
on
a largely
maligned video
game. The fact
that this movie
made money at the box office
makes me ashamed to be part of
the human race.
4) The Mummy Returns A sequel to The Mummy was
inevitable. However, you think
they could have done a little better than this. The cast of the original film return with some new
faces. The most recognizable of
which is The Rock, who has a
few minutes of screen time at the
beginning and then reappears at
the end as a cheap special effect.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE• C-5

The CGI is horrible m this
movie. While 95 percent of all
CGI looks pretty
bad, The Mummy
Returns is pathetic.
After seeing it,
people complained
a lot about the final
battle with The
Rock's character.
Let's just say, I
though it was claymation when I first
glanced at it. This
is one of the better
acted on the worst
list. That's not saying that much
though since all anyone is doing
is just what they did last time
around. The stupid kid who plays
the son of Brendan Fraser'~ and
Rachel Weisz's character is one
of the most annoying child actors
ever. The Mummy Returns is a
typical sequel. It rehashes the
first film's key elements while
creating a loose plot to go around
Utter
big-budget
them.
Hollywood crap sold to the masses. In a way, this series is a direct
result of Army of Darkness since
it borrows so much from that
film. However, Bruce Campbell
is the man that Fraser can only
hope to one day become.
5) Planet of the Apes - This
movie was directed by the "legendary" Tim Burton, according
to a Blockbuster radio ad. While
it is true the guy behind Batman

directs this disaster, calling him
legendary is a bit overboard. He
is a good director, or at least
up until this
film,- but he is
hardly Buddha.
Anyway,
remakes of previous films or
TV series can
go either way.
Some are very
good like The
Fugitive, others
are
pointless
wastes of time
like Psycho and
now Planet of the Apes. Truth be
told, it is more of a retelling than
a remake. The plot has nothing to
do with the original film whatsoever. Astronaut Mark Wahlberg,
who looks more ape-like than
most of the apes, crashes on a
planet to find it inhabited by sentient simians. Humans exist on
this planet as well, but are mere
slaves to the ape population. The
rest is typical; Marky Mark leads
the human population to freedom
while aided by a few PC humanitarian apes. Tim Roth, who
overacts to the extreme in this
movie, plays the bad guy and
biggest human hater of all the
apes. This combined with The
Musketeer makes a really bad
year for Tim Roth's career. The
story is very vanilla and characterizations practically nonexis-

tent. What really ruins this movie
though is the last 30 minutes,
moving it from mediocre to
downright bad. The ."surprise"
ending feels very tacked-on and
forced.
More
importantly
though, it makes no sense whatsoever. The ending was supposedly stolen from Kevin Smith's
book "Chasing Dogma." This in
itself proves how lazy the writers
really were. More importantly, it
also shows what all these other
films have in common. Most of
the Hollywood filmmakers have
no idea what they are doing anymore. They have been ground up
in the commercial machine and
as a result, the. quality of films
have gone way down. Hopefully,
next year will be better, although
with stuff like Scooby Doo in the
works, I sincerely doubt it.

Honorable Mentions:
The Animal - stop giving
"Saturday Night Live" people
their own movies! · Especially
Rob Schneider!
Monkeybone - Brendan
Fraser has gone downhill even
farther.
Hearts of Atlantis - boring
and contrived movie based on a
Stephen King book. Fifty bucks
says the book is two million
times better.
Hannibal - talk about disappointing.
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Rockefeller Center lights up New York
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRlTER

O

ver 100,100 spectators and
entertainers joined in the
Big Apple on Wednesday
night to celebrate the 69th annual
in
tree
lighting
ceremony
Rockefeller Center. The evening carried on the tradition that b~gan back
in 1931 where people from all over
gather to see the biggest Christmas
tree in the world. The program
included Christmas carols galore
with some cameo appearances
mixed in.
New Yorkers Ann Currey and Al
Roker of "Today" co-hosted the
event. Together they introduced the
biggest New Yorker of them all,
Mayor Rudy Guiliani. Showing true
New York pride, Guiliani chose to
be at the lighting instead of receiving his knighthood by the Queen of
England.
The first performance was a spirited rendition of "Feliz Navidad" by
Marc Anthony. With a big band
behind him, Anthony turned out a
spirited opening act.
A surprisingly sour "The
Christmas Song" by Jessica
Simpson then brought down the
mood. Perhaps on a rebound whim
after her break up with 98 Degrees'
member Nick Lachey, Simpson
sported a newly dyed brown look.

Her talent must have been linked to
her blonde locks because her singing
was now whiny and unpleasant to
the ear. She was too busy trying to
be sexy to notice she was belting.
To give our ears a break, Ana
Gasteyer and Molly Shannon of
"Saturday Night Live" stopped by
for a hello.·
Following that was a short expo
of Olympic ice-skaters Kyoko Ina
and John Zimmerman. They glided
across the rink to Mariah Carey's
"Hero" as the audience viewed photos of police officers and firefighters.
Vanessa Williams took the stage
performing not once, but twice; the
second time was in a duet with jazz
crooner Tony Bennet. Together they
did an excellent job singing the classic "White Christmas."
Another standout performance
was the duet between John
Mellencamp and India.Arie of their
new peace inspired song "Peaceful
World." The performance was very
simple, delivering their message as
they held hands at the closing of the
song.
Undoubtedly the best act was by
Destiny's Child. Wearing similar yet
different white outfits, Destiny's
Child harmonized a Capella to
"Carol of the Bells," ding-dongs and
all, with the help of the Harlem
Choir.

A staple of New York City and
Radio City are the Radio City
Rockettes. Santa Claus himself had
the pleasure of introducing the longlegged ladies. They kicked their way
to a great applause with the assistance of Mr. Claus at the end of the
number.
Santa was not the only star that
decided to stop by for the event.
Glenn Close, Sigourney Weaver and
Kevin Bacon also showed their
respect to the tree. Bacon was glad
to help send out the message that the
American public should, "Come
hang out, we're having a good time."
At the end of the night everyone
gathered in front of the tree as First
Lady Laura Bush gave the closing.
She talked of the spirit and courage
of New York and the nation and stated that we should all be thankful for
our families and country. "America
loves New York," she said as the
countdown began.
With ten seconds on the clock
spectators looked in awe and wonder
as the 81 feet tall, 42 feet wide and
80 ton tree lit up Rockefeller Center
with over five miles of lights.
Everyone present, including NYPD
officer Daniel Rodriguez, joined in
singing "Joy to the World." The
combination of everyone's voices
and the magnificent lights of the tree
brought the holiday spirit of love
and peace to the nation.

•
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Rockefeller Center: All lit up and looking festive.
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PIZZA IS SO
FIVE MINUTES
AGO...
Today, it's gourmet salads and
hearty stacked sandwiches at
Crispers. We're the healthy,
delicious quick alternative to fast
food ... now in Orlando with new
locations opening all the time.
All our gourmet salads, tempting
soups, and stacked sandwiches
(on all kinds of special breads) are
made fresh every single day.

Are you free on sundae?
Then make a date UTith yollr FREE
ice cream dessert at Crispers.
Just show us your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a
FREE milk shake or sundae with the purchase of a gourmet
salad or hearty stacked sandwich. Check out the rich flavors
of Crispers own Extremely Premium ice cream... free for
nothing, any day of the week

And our desserts are absolutely
: outrageous ... Extremely Premium ice
cream, creamy cheesecakes, rich
layer cakes~ cookies, and brownies.

If you have a current UCF student card,
W"e'll shake you up!

Crisp, cool salads are a lot
more fun than soggy cold pizza.
Give us a try.

Free shake or sundae with main dish purchase and UCF student card offer good Dec. 5 - Jan. 8.
Limit one per customer per visit, please.

G!

G

UNIVERSITY PARK I
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

ph (407) 673-4100
WWW.CRISPERS.COM

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

REGAL 20
THEATRES

~ G
soO •

\'~

.'

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

WE'RE RIGHT AROUN·D .T HE CORNER!
Crisper.s is now open at University and 436, which means delicious, healthy food is right around the corner...
and it's fast! Plus, we'~e opening more new locations all the tirne. Eat in ...take out. .. whatever. Just visit us today,
and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!
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SEMORAN BLVD.
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CD wish list
KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

Dear Santa,
I have been a very good
girl, so I expect these CDs to
be in my stocking this year;
none of the crap that people
are coming out with these
days. No JT Money, no 6gig,
no Destiny's Child and no
Backstreet Boys' "greatest
hits" album. Santa, I would
appreciate it. Thanks.

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT
.----THE NASTY CHEERLEADER
r _,. ~THE STUPID FAT GUY

~f;
j

It's one of those songs that
sticks in my head, but I really can't stop singing it and
it's driving me crazy. Her
debut CD, featuring "Most
Girls'! and "There You Go,"
blew everyone away. She's
bound to do it a second
time ... and she is a lot cooler
than Britney.

•

I ~~

-

THE BEAUTIFUL WEIRDO
-THE CRUELEST GIRL

,,

,,

•

1.) Ja Rule, Pain is Love
This album just keeps rolling
out the hits. Its latest hit,
"Always on Time," is being
played incessantly on the airwaves, not to mention "I'm
Real" and "Livin' It Up."

7.) Coldplay, Parachutes
When I first heard "Yellow,"
I fell in love with the band.
Now with "Shiver" and
"Trouble" their second and
third singles, I only want
their album more.

~~rnMmA r1~rn~rn rnrnrnrn AN[Al ~- M~~IH r~oou~noN ·Nm ANm~rn urn M~vir
~rA~mN~: JAIM[ r~[~~l~ MIA ~m~~Nrn ANo ~AN~~ ij~Am Musn~rn~~~f ~~Arm~
PHuouci~~ r~ll ~[A~MAN ~~~~~ J~~N~~N Ml~~Afl ~- ~fN~rn p~~t~~1:1 ~~A~ rnH Ml~~AH ~A~~Mll
YIHIH'~ Ml~~AH ~. ~rn~rn &A~AM JA~ fr~mN &AN~~fw JA~~~~~N AN~ rml ~fA~MAN &~~~~r J~~N~~N

2.) I~cubus, Morning View
I expect a lot with Incubus'
new album. It has all the
tasteful style as
MakeYourself, with brand
new tracks such as "Wish
You Were Here."

3.) Linkin Park,
Hybrid Theory This album has been out over
a year. However, the band
really took off a matter of
months ago, making it a
decent candidate for my gift.
The album doesn't have a
bad song on it and includes
"Crawling," "One Step
Closer" and "In The End."

'"

They served you Breakfast. They gave you Pie.
Now we're gonna stuff your face.

R

I

I

RESTRICTED

<fim~

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANY!NG

PARENT OR AOULT GUARDIAN

~~ ~· Peanut'~ N[Al ~. M~~IH nmwrl~J~H ~AllfN

STRONG CRUDE SEXUAL CONTENT &
HUMOR, LANGUAGE, SOME DRUG CONTENT ®

sony.com/NotAnotherTeen

..

l SOllNDTP.ACK OU MAVERICK RECORDS I
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8.) Fuel,

Something Like Human
· Once again, this album is
over a year old, but definitely
not talked up enough.
Featuring "Bad Day" and
"Hemorrhage," I won't be
surprised with this one. Fuel
gives us a second helping of
what they served us with
Sunburn.

You can reach
anywhere from
here ,

il;k:f~•

9.) Usher, 8701
"You've Got It Ead" is
annoying the heck out of me
because the radio is killing it,
but "You Remind Me" always
is a good song to listen to.

desirable University area. You can
get anywhere

from here. So, get to

our furnished model today l And get
here quickly - we're selling out fast.
4.) Britney Spears, Britney
Featuring "I'm a Slave-4 U,"
Britney's new album is full
of style that strays from
Bubble-gum pop. I'm actually asking for this for my little
sister, not me.

5.) Now 8
A great track listing makes
this a promising find.
"Stutter" by Joe, "AM to
PM" by Christina Milian,
"Clint Eastwood" by the
Gorillaz and "Bad Day" by
Fuel are all found on this
compili:ttion CD.
6.) Pink, Missunderztood
I have heard "Let's Get This
Party Started," and I like it.

3, 4 and 5-bedroom
homes from the $1 SOs!
•
•
•
•
•

n

c

Secure, gated community
Excellent close~in location
Top rated schools
Shopping and restaurants close~by
University of Central Florida and
Crosstown Greeneway only
minutes away

lOJ Travis,
The Invisible Band
This is another album that
doesn't get the attention it
deserves. Featuring "Sing,"
this CD is an· acoustic trip
through truly organic music.
Anyway Santa, those are just
a few of the titles that I am
expecting this year. Keep
those in mind for this holiday
season.

(r

407-671,1889
...._...,.-"'-+--+-+:o+--"'llr--t===.i;;r+---1 Open Mon. - Sat. 10 am. ~ 6 pm and

S-un. 12 pm • 6 p.m;, a~et Co-op WelcQroe.
~on Dean Rood, South cif l..lniwrsicy Boulevard.
~~H~f'IOOda,W...C.,_.,i:.;M,;g11t..,~pJw,

~......-_..._---''--.:..-_.__.,...___---''--'

BOVIS

HOME~U£

www.bovishomesfloricla.com
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Daraugh cambine!fii charity with 111u!fiiic
a member of the Backstreet
Boys, but she promises there is
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
no sibling rivalry or jealousy.
ind, caring and gener"If anything it's more pride
ous are only a few of for each other because we are
the adjectives used to all talented," she said. "After a
describe Pollyanna Dorough. while you realize it's just timing
She is a woman who does not and if you don't .quit, it'll haphave a single job description or pen, you just can't quit. So I
favorite color. Where variety is was glad that he got a break
the spice of life, Dorough has early."
the variation to keep life excitHaving a sibling in the busiing and positive.
ness has been a beneficial expeDorough began her musical rience.
career singing at the age of
"It's been a big benefit
seven. She performed in numer- because the people that he's
ous school functions, pageants gotten to know, I've met," she
and local shows. From there she said. "They are legitimate peowent to New York and was in a ple because the industry is filled
traveling children's theater with sharks and scammers; it's
group playing guitar, singing really hard because this career
and acting to promote reading. doesn't come with instructions
She completed her Bachelor's and a lot of it for me has includof Music from the Conservatory ed learning along the way."
of Music in New York.
Dorough calls her relation"All of it was preparation to ship with her brother very sup· where I am now and even now portive. They are both mutua11y
is preparation to where I'll be interested in helping each other.
tomorrow," she said.
As far as jealousy goes
These days Dorough is per- Dorough responds, "There's no
fecting her performance. Her jealousy, there's no room for
resume shows her deep commit- that."
ment to music and charities.
One thing Dorough does
This past spring Dorough per- make room for is helping chariformed as an opening act for the ties and other organizations.
Backstreet Boys' Black and · Her family
created The
Blue tour in Mexico, Argentina, Dorough Lupus Foundation
Brazil, Venezuela, Panama and which began two and a half
Puerto Rico.
years ago after Dorough' s sister
"It was awesome, the audi- Caroline died from the disease.
ence was so generous and sup- The goal of the foundation is to
portive,"
Dorough
said. educate people and find a cure
"Because my music is more for Lupus. Already over
'Spanglish' I knew South $200,000 has been donated to
America would really be the various organizations and
only appropriate place to per- research centers in Canada,
form if I were ever to get an Argentina and Los Angeles,
opportunity to open for Howie." Calif.
Dorough's brother Howie is
Dorough has written a song
HARMEET SIDHU

K

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Pollyanna Dorough: is she the next big thing?
called "Fly To Heaven" in memory of her sister, which Howie
and she ,sing.
Dorough is involved with
other foundations, as well. She
has helped numerous charities
including Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD), Red
Cross
Latin
Initiative
Committee and the Los Angeles
Lupus Foundation of America.
"God helps those who help

Him," she said. "Anything I do
here is great because when I
pass away I can't take anything
with me. I might as well help as
many people as I can while I'm
alive."
She will be co-hosting the
United Catholic Music and
Video Awards /Unity Awards in
Washington D.C. and singing
"When A Child Is Born," from
the album, Let There Be Love.

The album is also helping
numerous charities in Orlando.
Dorough is not just an entertainer; ·she has taught music as
well and says that if she were
not performing, she would definitely pursue teaching. In the
short time she spent as a teacher
she said the most rewarding
thing was, "when students came
·back to me and I saw the confidence they gained from it."
"I would tell them 'Singing
is 75 percent confidence and 25
percent what God has given
you. With confidence you can
do ju')t about anything,"' she
added.
Dorough has been preparing
for quite some time so it is surprising she has not had her big
break yet. She was on the verge
of being signed for a large
recording contract when the
events happened on Sept. 11,
the same day she was to hear
back from a record company.
She is not disheartened at all
and continues to keep a positive
. attitude about her future.
"I have put so much time,
effort and years into this,"
Dorough said. "Seeing progress
keeps me going; it's a motivation in itself. I know music is
my life and kno,w that I am talented enough. I've put in the
time, effort, and have been paying my dues, but now I'm prepared for that lucky break."
To learn mo're about
Pollyanna Dorough, visit her
web site at www.pollyanna.net.
For more information about The
Dorough Lupus Foundation or
to order "Fly To Heaven" visit
www.doroughlupusfoundation.org or call (321) 725 8599.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT!
UCF Student, Faculty,
& Staff Special
Mon-Wed with coupon or valid ID

2 adult dinner
(non seafood)

UCF Student, Faculty,
& Staff Special
Mon-Wed with coupon or valid ID

2 adult dinner
(with seafood)

BUY ONE, GET
ONE HALF PRICE

BUY ONE, GET
ONE 30°/o OFF

Not valid with other offer. Exp 1/30/02.

Not valid with other offer. Exp 1/30/02.

Reservations or Take Out

(321) 235·1245
(321 J 235·9648 Fax
University Blvd.
Colonial (Hwy. 50)
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11680 EAST COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO
Between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, Next to
Big lots, Across from Days Inn)
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Alatava Chiropractic Center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
• Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College

presented by

URF

&

Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

SKATE

ACROSS FROM UCF!

Lead stories
-- A small but growing number
of people in strife-tom
Pakistan deal with their· woes
by smoking scorpions, according to a November Reuters dispatch from Quetta. Users dry
the scorpion's stingers, grind
them up, light the powder, and
suck in the smoke. "When I
smoke scorpion," said Ghulam
Raza, "then the heroin is like
nothing to me." Quetta addicts
tend to hang out at a local
cemetery, where outsiders will
not bother them (though there
is an occasional problem with
enstupored persons falling into
partially dug graves).
-- A 33-year-old man was taken
to Via Christi Regional
Medical Center in Wichita,
Kan., on Nov. 13 with a coat
hanger stuck in his throat, but
there was a logical explanation,
he told the hospital staff. At a
party, "someone," he said, had
slipped a dime-sized balloon
containing what he heard was
cocaine into his drink, and after
accidentally ingesting it and
feeling it stick in his throat, he
decided to try to fish it out with
the coat hanger. Surgeons
unhooked the hanger, but
police recovered the bag, and
prosecutors said they would
probably file a felony drug possession charge against the man.
Researchers from the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
told a Society for Neuroscience
· meeting in November in San
Diego that their study had
found that muscles were
strengthened 35 percent and 13
percent, respectively, among
two groups of people who
merely concentrated on imagining they were exercising (vs.
no increase at all by control
groups that neither exercised
nor imagined exercise).

Breakthroughs in
artificial body parts
-- In August, the Food and
Drug Administration approved
the artificial Neosphincter, a
prescription-required, pumpoperated device to give relief
for
otherwise-hopelessly
incontinent people; although
the device recorded too many
"adverse incidents" in trials to
be marketed to the general population, it claimed a 90 percent
success rate for patients specially trained in its use. And in
October, Toronto cosmetic surgeon Robert Stubbs, who has a

thriving practice in silicone
testicle implants for men missing one or both, told the
Edmonton Journal that he can
now offer special implants for
fuily testicled men who merely
want bigger ones.

The litigious society
-- Dionne French filed a lawsuit in federal court in New
Mexico in October over a 1998
incident, charging the Santa Fe
Southern Railway and a conductor and brakeman with negligence in not stopping a train
in time to. avoid hitting her.
French, who was homeless at
the time and living near Santa
Fe, admitted that she was lying
on the tracks asleep, and with a
brown blanket over her, but
said the railroad still had the
obligation to detect her presence and stop.
It Actually Happens:
Dorothy M. Ellis Williams
filed a lawsuit in July against
the QuikTrip gas station in
Edwardsville, Ill., for injuries
to her back and knee when she
slipped on a banana peel wbile
walking out the front door.
-- Scott Bender filed a lawsuit
against U.S. Airways in
October, charging that a crew
on a February flight from
North Carolina had closed up
the plane that was parked at a
gate in Birmingham, Ala., and
left him sleeping in his seat.
Bender said he deserves some
money from the airline because
when he woke up, it was pitch
black, and he thought for a few
seconds that he was dead.

Sex crimes on trial
-- Sudanese-born gynecologist
Darwish
Hasan
Darwish
dropped to his knees and
praised Allah after he was
found not guilty by a jury at ·
Preston (England) Crown
Court in October on a charge
. that he had raped a woman
whom he had put under hypnosis. The woman later gave birth
to his child, which was
assumed for years to have been
her husband's, until her husband, who is a plumber,
installed a sauna in the
Darwish home and noticed a
resemblance between one of
Darwish's daughters and his
own. The jury apparently
believed the sex might have
been consensual, but among
the things the judge did not
permit jurors to know was that
Dr. Darwish had already been

convicted of having sex with
patients under similar circumstances nine times.
-- In July, Dr. Richard Dye of
Half Moon Bay, Calif., was
acquitted of sexual assault on
female patients despite his
admission that he had therapeutically brought at least four
women to climax on his examination table during his years
as a family practitioner. (Police
said he had told them it was
"100" women.) Though several
woman had made complaints
against him, a large contingent
of his female patients attended
the trial, enthusiastically supporting him.
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People different from us
-- In an incident resembling a
movie scene, Alan Martin, 49,
was hospitalized in fair condition after being run over on
Oct. 1. He had deliberately lain
down in the middle of a busy
street in Daly City, Calif., as a
protest against officers' confiscating his RV, which had just
been involved in a minor accident. Martin refused to budge
from the street so officers tried
to .shield his body for a while
by blocking a lane of traffic
with their cruisers, but then
along came one of those notorious Cahfornia hot-pursuit
police chases, with the car driven by fleeing suspect Kevin
Domino, 37, accidentally ramming the stopped cruiser, then
driving over Martin's body,
then trying to straighten out his
car and inadvertently running
over Martin again, before taking off. (Police caught Domino
a few blocks later when his car
stalled out.)

- For more information:
120 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10016

1.800.463.8990
New York • Hollywood
www.aada.org

1.800.222.2867
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Recurring themes
-- News of the Weird has
reported several times on
romantic-revenge cases from
Japan, in which spurned lovers
make it nearly their life's work
to harass former suitors, sometimes telephoning dozens of
times a month for years.
Recently, Masashi Kimura
made 220 phone calls to the
25-year-old woman who had
ignored his advances, and the
man was arrested in October. In
most traditional cases, the couple had had a previous relationship; in this case, Kimura (of
Nagoya, Japan) was still trying
to pester the woman for just a
first date, and the 220 calls
were made in about one
month's time.
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Seeing the best
holiday lights
JACK IE MYERS
STAFF WRITER

S

ome ·of the Orlando
area's best holiday
lights can be found
around the theme parks. But if
you do not want to pay the
big bucks, there are other
ways to enjoy the festive decorations of the season.
Hotel lobby hopping is an
option for those who want to
feel like a tourist without the
spendage factor. Check out
some of the impressive resorts
on the Disney and Universal
properties. They are boun~ to
make you feel like you are
walking around in a winter
wonderland (even though it is
80 degrees outside).
If you are not feeling quite
that adventurous, view holiday lights from the privacy of
your car by driving around
local neighborhoods and those
in other counties. ~f you do
not know where to look, here
are a few starting points.

•

*Metro West in Orlando Take 50/Colonial west past
the ramps for 1-4. Turn left
when you get to Kirkman Rd.
Metro West will be on your
left.
*Hunter's Creek in
Orlando - Take 50/Colonial
west past the ramps for 1-4.
Turn l~ft when you get to
Orange Blossom Trail/441.

Seminole County:
*Wingfield Reserve in
Lake Mary - Take 1-4 East to
exit 50 toward Lake
Mary/Heathrow. Turn right
onto West Lake Mary Blvd.
Tum left onto Rinehart Rd ..
Tum right onto Timucan
Blvd. Tum left onto Grayling
St. Tum right onto Eagle
Claw Court. Turn Right onto
Wingback Ct.
*Wekiva -Take 1-4 East to
exit 51 (State Road 46,
Sanford/Mt. Dora).

Lake County:

UCF area:

407.281.4445

Orange County:

*Fort Christmas - from
UCF take SO/Colonial about
10 miles east
*The side streets off
Sussex Drive near the
University Baptist Chur-ch.
*Eastwood in the
Waterford Lakes area

*Downtown Mount Dora Follow the directions to
Wekiva, only stay on SR-46
until you reach Mt. Dora, or
take 408 West to the Orange
Blossom Trail exit. Go North
on OBT/441. Stay on 441 for
about 13 miles. Follow signs
to downtown.
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ACROSS
1 African equine
6 Option word
1O Fabled also-ran
14 Rhone River delta
city
15 Ages and ages
and ages
16 Asian range
17 Lunchtimes
18 After-bath powder
19 Heavy hammer
20 High regard
22 Tangible
24 French state
26 Wet forecast
27 VideoiJame shot
30 Docking spot
32 Acts like a
detective
36 Seth's son
38 Orbit-shaped
40 Pinball miscues
42 Poetic contraction
43 Fred's first dance
partner
44 Repeat initial
sounds
47 Ditto
48 Six-line poem
49 Christmas
decoration
51 _"King"Cole
52 Support group
54 Stew pot
56 Sere
60 Israel natives
64 Farm measure
65 Fighting tooth and
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6 End hunger
7 Hurdle
8 Clean power

9 Embrace
10 Mankind's nearest
relatives?
11 Semite
12 Actor Julia
13 Fashion magazine
21 Stag or hart, tor
67 One sense
example
68 Mover and shaker 23 Nina's sister ship
69 St crossers
25 Masonic
70 Comic Murphy
doorkeeper
71 Jet-~ack
27 Greek letters
72 Riga resident
28 Old-womanish
73 "Mr._ Goes to
29 Voice votes
Town"
31 Fold in a drape
33 Briny deep
DOWN
34 Majorca Island
1 WriterGrey
city
2 Piccadilly Circus
35 Rain ice
statue
37 Needlework
3 Smudge
39 Theme song
4 Actress Adoree
41 Cubic meter
5 Balance sheet
45 Everlasting
items
46 Snigglers' prey

Please see
answers on
page A-19

50
53
55
56

In high spirits
Bob's partner?
Domicile
Dry ravine in
Africa
57 Laptop image
58 Difficult journey

59 Middle
management?
61 Boorish
62 Vitriol
63 Females o1 the
species
66 WWII craft
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